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Carrier among top three
in line for Arkansas job
By Tammy Scarton
news editor

President Ronald Carrier is one of the final three
candidates for the position of chancellor at the
University of Arkansas-Fayetteville.
"It's too early to tell one way or another," he
said Sunday, when asked if he would accept the
job if offered to him. "1 don't really know."
He said he would decide within a week whether
he will accept the job if offered or remove his name
from consideration.
He said he has talked to University of Arkansas
administrators "two or three times" by telephone.
He said he met the university's Board of Trustees
once in Memphis, Tenn.
Carrier said he was nominated for the position;
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he did not apply. He would not say who nominated
him.
"It's an interesting situation. It's the flagship
school in Arkansas. It's got a $110 million
budget," he said. "It has graduate programs, doctorals programs and an engineering and
agricultural school.
"But I'm very happy here and we still have a lot
of work here, but I'm 51 years old and my
daughter will be going off to college. It's a difficult
time for us," he said. "We like JMU and we like
the area. My wife Edith and I are going to discuss
it and make the decision."
He said he is not under consideration for any
positions at other universities.
See CARRIER, page 2 ■>

JMU might join
football league
By Steve Lockard
sports editor

*

It appears JMU finally has found a conference for its unaffiliated football program.
JMU and the University of Richmond officially have applied to join the Yankee Conference — a Division I-AA football league
made up of New England schools.
The schools' applications must be approved
by the league's athletic directors, but JMU
Athletic Director Dean Ehlers said the prospects are encouraging.
"It's not a sure thing, but it looks good,"
See YANKEE, page 2 ►

A ChriStmaS CarOl — John Foley (left) as Ebenezer Scrooge stares down Allan Barlow, who
plays Bob Cratchitt In the Nebraska Theatre Caravan's presentation of Charles Dickens' "A Christmas
Card." The annual showing of the play was Wednesday night In Wilson Hall. (Photo by Ming Leong)

Student
trainers

JMU students are helping
children prepare for the
Special Olympics.
Page

8

Another
almost

Poor shooting ruined the
basketball team's hopes
of beating UVa.
Page

10

A package of great values
from Bonanza.

Two for $8."
Vi LBTBONE
DINNER

Two for $&"
ViLBTBQNE
DINNER
Head for Bonanza instead!

Head for Bonanza instead!
Offer includes entree, potato, piping hot bread, and
all you can eat from our fabulous Freshtastiks Food
Bar. Coupon good only at participating Bonanza
Restaurants. Coupon expires 1 /7/84. Good for any
size party, all day 7 days a week.

Offer includes entree, potato, piping hot bread, and
all you can eat from our fabulous Freshtastiks Fooc
Bar. Coupon good only at participating Bonanza
Restaurants. Coupon expires 1/7/84- Good for any
size parry, all day 7 days a week.

$

$

Two for 5."
CHOPPED STEAK
DINNER

Two for 5."
CHOPPED STEAK
DINNER

Head for Bonanza instead!

Head for Bonanza instead!
Offer includes entree, potato, piping hot bread, and
all you can eat from our fabulous Freshtastiks Food
Bar. Coupon good only at participating Bonanza
Restaurants. Coupon expires 1/7/84- Good for any
size party, all day 7 days a week.

Offer includes entree, potato, piping hot bread, and
all you can eat from our fabulous Freshtastiks Food
Bar. Coupon good only at participating Bonanza
Restaurants. Coupon expires 1/7/84. Good for any
size party, all day 7 days a week.

One for

One for
$J.99

$1.99

Food Bar
LUNCHEON

LUNCHEON

Head for Bonanza instead!

Head for Bonanza instead!

Offet includes piping hot bread, and all you can eat
from our fabulous Freshtastiks Food Bar. Coupon
good only at participating Bonanza Restaurants.
Coupon expires 1/6/84. Good for any size party,
11 AM-4 PM Mon.-Fn.

Offer includes piping hot bread, and all you can eat
from our fabulous Freshtastiks Food Bar. Coupon
good only at participating Bonanza Restaurants.
Coupon expires 1/6/84. Good for any size parry,
11 AM-4 PM Mon.-Fri.

BONANZA

'Tis the season'to head for Bonanza instead.
GOOD ONLY AT PARTICIPATING BONANZA RESTAURANTS
DANVILLE, VA
Riverside Dr. at Danville Plaza
ROANOKE, VA
5515 Williamson Rd. NW
3900 Brambleton Ave. SW
(Cave Spring Comers' Shopping Center)^

STAUNTON, VA
906 Greenville Ave.
LYNCHBURG, VA
2420 Wards Rd.
(Near River Ridge)

SALEM, VA
260 Wildwood Rd.

BLACKSBURG, VA
Gables Shopping Center

WAYNESBORO, VA
1501 W Broad St
HARRISONBURG, VA.
829 E Market St
(Near Cloverleaf Mall)

RICHMOND, VA.
1776 Parham Rd!

CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA
1525 E Rio Road

(Near Regency Square)

161 East Belt Blvd.
4713 West Broad St
5004 Nine Mile Rd.
(Near Eastgate Mall)

11401 Midlothian Turnpike
(Near Chesterfield Mall)

Advertising supplement to the Charlottesville Daily Progress, Danville Register and Bee, Harrisonburg News Record, Lynchburg News and Daily Advance, Roanoke Times/World News,
Staunton News Leader, Waynesboro News Virginian, James Madison University Breeze, UVA Cavalier Daily, Virginia Tech Collegiate Times, Richmond Times Dispatch.
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enjoy the most
'easant of Holidays
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ftofe Mew Way.

outhwatenng
It's new.
Uniquely delicious.
And bacon makes it Arby's most^crumptious
roast beef sandwich yet. Our Bac'n Cheddar Deluxe
starts with a fresh poppy seed roll, piled sky-high
with stacks of Arby's tender, juicy roast beef. Then

we smother it with tangy, hot Cheddar cheese sauce
and strips of crispy bacon. AH topped off with ripe,
red tomatoes, fresh lettuce and creamy mayo.
One bite will tell you, Arby's Bac'n Cheddar
PeJuxe—is a roast beef sandwich as it was meant
to be

c: 1983 Arby's, Inc.
_

WITH THIS COUPON

.

SAVE 50o

I Off the purchase of an
I Arby's Bac'n Cheddar
Deluxe Sandwich
Offer valid thru December 31,1983 at participating Arby's.
Limit 4 sandwiches. Not valid with any other offer.

L

WITH THIS COUPON

WITH THIS COUPON

I
I

2

■
2
$oio ■

Arby's"
Roast Beef
Sandwiches

Offer valid thru December 31,
1983 at participating Arby's.
Limit 6 sandwiches in multiples of 2.
j No
Not valid with any other offer.

fas

m

2 J

Arby's*
Deli
Sandwiches

I

$089l

Offer valid thru December 31,
1983 at participating Arby's.
Limit 6 sandwiches in multiples of 2.
Not valid with any other offer.

2

J

MOANING HERALD CHABLOnESVILLE DAILY

Advertising Supplement lo LYNCHBURG NEWS/DAILY ADVOCATE-ROANOKE TIMES S WORLD NEWS COLLEGIATE TIMES-DANVILLE REGISTER & BEE-HARRISONBURG DAILY NEWS RECORD-THE BREEZE/JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY MARTINSVILLE BULLETIN-DUKE UNIVERSITY CHRONICLE
PROGRESS CHARLOTTESVILLE CAVALIER DAILY-CHAPEL HILL NEWSPAPER-DAILY IAR HtEL VILLAGE ADVOCATE 8068

Arty's juicy roast be*
cradled inside a soft
sesame seed bun.

Top your roast
with mouth-watering
Cheddar cheese sauce
and a soft onion roll
lor a most unique
delicacy.

1983 Arby's, Inc.

r

WITH THIS COUPON

2

Arby's®
Beef N Cheddar
Sandwiches

WITH THIS COUPON

2
$069 ■

Offer valid thru December 31,
1983 at participating Arby's.
Limit 6 sandwiches in multiples of 2.
Not valid with any other offer.

L

r■

Beefupyoi
with ripe tomato and
fresh lettuce. And with
Arby's sauce the result
is super delicious.
Arby's really does the
most with your roast.

2

Arby's" Super
Roast Beef
Sandwiches

i
$069 i

Offer valid thru December 31,
1983 at participating Arby's.
m Lin
imit 6 sandwiches in multiples of 2.
I No
Not valid with any other offer

LYNCHBURG^VA
• 2500 Memorial Ave.
• 2210 Wards Rd.
MADISON HEIGHTS, VA
• Seminole Shopping Center
MARTINSVILLE, VA
• Commonwealth Blvd. & U.S. 220
DURHAM,NC
• 2107 Roxboro Rd.
• 3311 Hillsborough Rd.
• 2822 Chapel Hill Blvd.

1

2 J

WITH THIS COUPON

2

Arby's®
Chicken
Sandwiches

I

$079l

Offer valid thru December 31,
1983 at participating Arby's.
Limit 6 sandwiches in multiples of 2.
Not valid with any other offer.

DANVILLE, VA
• 1325 Piney Forest Rd.
• 3035 Riverside Dr.
CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA
• 1230 Emmet St.
HARRISONBURG, VA
• 58 S. Carlton St.
BLACKSBURG, VA
• 608 N. Main St.
WAYNESBORO, VA
• 204 Rosser
CHAPEL HILL, NC
• 106 East Mallette St.

Geotge F VAlassis &. Co 35055 Schoolcrah. Uvonw. Ml 48150
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Carrier
*■ (Continued from page 1)

Former University of Arkansas-Fayetteville
Chancellor B.A. Nugent resigned July 27. Dr.
Charles Oxford, vice president for academic affairs, appointed a search committee the next week.
The committee does not have a deadline.
"They'll do their work until the work is done,"
Oxford said.
Carrier said he was told the position will be filled
next month.

Yankee

The other top two candidates are Dr. James
Halligan, interim chancellor and vice chancellor
for academic affairs at Fayetteville, and Carl
Whillock, president of Arkansas Electric
Cooperative Corp. and former president of Arkansas State University.
The names of those candidates were confirmed
by "a person close to the selection process," according to an article in Friday's Arkansas Gazette.
Oxford didn't confirm the candidates named.
"All 1 know is what I read in the newspaper," he
said.
DL John Meriwether, search committee chairman and vice president for university relations and

JMU, Richmond, and William
and Mary have open invitations to
join the Southern, but that would require the commitment of the entire
athletic department.
"I think it's a good deal," Ehlers
said of the Yankee Conference.
"They are all state universities with
similar programs and size. Our
number one priority is getting in a
football conference with an
automatic (NCAA playoff) qualifier
and the Yankee has that.
"It allows us to stay where we are
in basketball. That is very important
to me. I have a hard time turning my
back on the ECAC when the ECAC
has been so good to us."
With the apparent commitment to
the ECAC South, JMU football
coach Challace McMillin sees the
Yankee Conference as the best
available option.
"This, as far as I can see, is the
only thing open to us," McMillin
said Sunday. "We need to be in a
conference and I think it (the
Yankee) is a very fine Division I-AA
conference."

•»■ (Continued from page 1)

Ehlers said. Ehlers said the
applications probably will be considered within the next few months.
The Yankee Conference has six
active members — Boston University, University of Connecticut,
University of New Hampshire,
University of Maine, University of
Massachusetts and University of
Rhode Island. But the league has expressed interest in expanding to 10
teams.
The University of Delaware joined
earlier this year and will be eligible
for conference competition in 1986.
In addition to JMU and Richmond,
Northeastern University in
Massachusetts also is being considered.
If invited, JMU almost certainly
will join the conference. That would
end speculation that JMU might
abandon the ECAC South — its
basketball conference — and join
the Southern Conference.

corrections
► The Baltimore Colts were
scheduled to play the New York Jets
Sunday. Incorrect information was
given on page 15 of the sports section of the Dec. 1 issue of The
Breeze. This was an editing error.
■»• The JMU women's basketball
team defeated Loyola College 88-48
and George Mason University 68-53
in its first two games of the season.
Information in box scores was incorrect on page 15 of the sports section

public service systems, could not be reached for
comment.
Dr. James Martin, University of Arkansas president, could not be reached for comment.
The University of Arkansas-Fayetteville is a
state-supported, land-grant college with an enrollment of about 14,500, Oxford said. It is located in
the Ozark Mountains, northwest of Little Rock.
It is the largest of the four branches of the
university. The other branches are Little Rock,
Monticello and Pine Bluff.
"The chancellor is the chief executive officer (of
each branch)," Oxford said. Martin presides over
each of the four chancellors, he said.

Dr

- Ronald Carrier, 51, has been at JMU since 1971.

of the Dec. 1 issue of The Breeze.
This was an editing error.
► U.S. News & World Report
ranked 368 comprehensive universities in the United States in its recent
rating of colleges and universities.
JMU was ranked seventh of the
comprehensive universities east of
the Mississippi River. Incorrect information was given on page 2 of the
news section of the Dec. 1 issue of
The Breeze. This was a reporting error.

Applications for
The Breeze's
1984-85
«

Of

J

*

3tSeze
Editor
Managing adltor
Naws editor
Aaalalani nawa adltor
Faaturaa adltor
Aeelstant features adltor
Sports adlto>
Aaalatant sporta adltoi
Editorial adltor
Aaalatant adltorlal adltor
Photo adltor
Wire adltor
Copy adltor
Production manager
Editorial aaalatant

Denial Flnnegan
Temmy Station
Quran Fartea
Cherlae Taylor
Conatenca Wifter
Steve LockaieJ
JohnCatleldl
Noaa MchanJeon
CayFulU
YoNegaya
DairidTraub
Sandy Stone
Mike Alien
JanaChecce
Advlaera

Ian Kan
Bualnaaa manager

nuetyjonee

Aaalatant bueinaea managar Marlon McQuielon
Adedaelgnmanegar
tacty Saber.

Tne Sreera Is published Monday and Thuraday momlnga and distributed throughout JMU
Mailing addraaa la Hie 8rea/e, Anthony*
Seeger Hall. JMU. Harrlaonburg, VA 22807
For edvert lalng. call 4334808 For adltorlal office*, call 4334127
Comments and complaints should be
directed to Ian Katz. editor

OeXdWemMken
Flip Da Luce, Alan Naeioarttz

►Editor
►Managing editor
►Business manager
Now are being accepted. For
information and applications,
contact Ian Katz,
editor, at 6127. Deadline for
applications is Jan. 20, 1984.
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Graduates seek more jobs

Economy improves for 1984
By Bill Goodykoontz
staff writer

Things are looking good in the job market for
this year's college graduates.
The job outlook has been improving gradually
in the past couple years, said Bill Mezger, assistant
manager for the division of research and analysis
at the Virginia Employment Commission.
Virginia's unemployment rate has dropped to 5.1
percent, the lowest mark in three years.
"It looks like more jobs will be available,"
Mezger said. "1983 was much better for job
seekers than 1982, and it looks like 1984 will be
better still."
Tom Nardi, director of Career Planning and
Placement here, said there is "cautious optimism"
about the job market.
"The job market follows the economy," Nardi
said. "The mood (concerning job hunting) is a
much more positive one, a much more upbeat
one."
But "every part of the economy doesn't improve
at the same time," Nardi said. "As different
segments of the economy improve, different sections of the job market improve."
According to the October edition of "Recruiting
84," a college placement publication, "Percentage
increases in anticipated hiring at the bachelor's
level ranged from 19 percent in the 'business'
category to 36 percent in the 'sciences, math, and
other technical' category."
The article also stated that "employers plan to
hire 24 percent more college graduates this year."
One reason for this, it said, is the estimate made by
57 percent of employers that they expected their
economic situations to improve during the second
half of this year. Therefore, they could afford to
hire more graduates.
Nardi said this "mirrors on a smaller scale what
we're seeing here."
For example, the placement office is receiving
earlier calls from employers for student interviews,
Nardi said. Last year, due to the questionable state
of the economy, employers weren't sure how many
jobs they could offer. So they were cautious about
scheduling interviews early in the school year.
Although "Recruiting 84" said there is a
developing trend for employers to "go to fewer
schools and not increase interviewing
significantly," JMU has not experienced any
decline. Nardi said there has been " a slight
uptick" in interviews.
Although the job outlook is brighter for college
graduates, the market still is tight, Nardi said.

By Karen Brown
staff writer

Of the 50 bands students have
most requested in the past five years,
13 have played here.
Every year the University Program Board Concert Committee
surveys students to determine the
bands students would most like to
see in concert here.
The seven-member committee randomly surveys about 50 to 100
students, said Jeff Williams, chairman of the committee.
The bands and performers that
have topped the list of students'
favorites in the past five years are
Dan Fogelberg, Chicago, Doobie
Brothers, Neil Young, Grateful
Dead, Bob Seeger, Police,

'The job market follows
the economy. The mood
is a much more positive
one, a much more upbeat
one.'
Tom Nardi
Director of Career
Planning and Placement
T.m Nardi

Resume referral service
helps students get interviews
By Bill Goodykoontz
staff writer

A one-year-old resume referral service here is
meeting with success.
The Job Connections program was set up by the
Career Planning and Placement office.
"It's another avenue to get resumes in front of
prospective employers," said Glenda Rooney,
assistant director of Career Planning and Placement.
Rooney contacts employers who "don't normally recruit at JMU," she said. "The employers then
list majors they normally look at for hiring,
whether there is an opening or not."
This information is placed in the Breeze,
Uniongram, and on the Job Connections bulletin
board (located in the Career Planning and Placement office) for about two weeks, Rooney said.
Students then have one week to send resumes to
the Career Planning and Placement office in
Alumnae Hall.
The resumes are forwarded to the employers.

and if the employers are interested, interviews can
be set up.
Employers generally have been responsive to the
program and "very impressed with JMU
students," Rooney said. "If they've ever hired one
(JMU graduate), they're apt to be more than willing to participate."
About 50 employers participated in the program
last year, Rooney said. "It (the program) has gotten progressively more popular."
Tom Nardi, director of Career Planning and
Placement, said 83 employers have participated
from June to October this year, and 63 resumes
have been sent in by students.
Ann Brown, a senior accouting major, said Job
Connections is "a good service. I've gotten some
calls and letters from employers. They respond."
Two reasons for the program's increasing
popularity are that the service is free, and that
there is no obligation on the part of the employer
or student, Rooney said.
"It's a foot in the door with a company who
doesn't recruit on campus now," she said.

Most requested bands
seldom appear here
Pretenders, Duran Duran and Stray
Cats.
The 13 bands the students requested that actually performed here
are Little Feat, Marshall Tucker
Band, Doobie Brothers, Little River
Band, Molly Hatchett, Pat Benatar,
.38 Special, Neil Young, Chicago,
Tom Petty, Three Dog Night and
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band.
After the surveys are completed,
the list of the most requested bands
is given to Jerry Weaver, UPB program director.
Weaver then contacts different

agencies to find out which bands are
available.
But due to the UPB's budget and
other problems, UPB can not always
accommodate students' requests for
bands, Williams said.
UPB has a budget of $28,000 for
1983-84, Williams said.
Prices of the bands vary, Williams
said. The recent Neil Young concert
cost UPB about $40,000, which
Williams said is a little higher than
average.
"Some groups on the survey such
as The Police are too expensive for

our budget and others just are not
available and others do not do college dates," Williams said.
"We must deal with who is on
tour and what facilities are
available," he said.
Many times a band will decide to
tour and give UPB only one month's
notice, so many of the concerts
"happen on the spur of the
moment," Williams said.
UPB sponsors about three or four
big concerts a year. Usually two concerts are held in Godwin Hall, and
the others are held in Wilson Hall.
"Wilson is the ideal place for a concert because the sound is so good,"
Williams said, but the facility is too
small to accommodate crowds for
more popular bands.
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LUIGI'S PIZZERIA

Mickey Manila says

Proudly Presents
ALL THE PIZZA YOU CAN EAT
only $3.50

CREDIT FOR

DENTS

MON - THURS 5-8 p.m
Both Locations
9" Cheese Pizza $1.50
Each Extra Topping 50c
Mon. • Fit 11 a.m. • 2 p.m.
'Both Locations
Happy Hour
Luigi's # 1

Luigi's « 2

Mon. • Fri. 5-8 p.m.
433-1101

Mon. - Thurs. 5-8 p.m.
433-0077

Shalimar

VISA* and MaiterCard* Cradlt Cards Now Available
to Student! through TUTE5flVEB"« BankAcHon Program I
No Minimum Income or Job Reqmrements
Savings occount and fees required Mail thrs coupon lor complete
information
Send to Timesaver Heodquarters Budding. /
Student Dept / 12276 Wilkins Avenue / RockviBe . MO 20652
v
Name
-

39 East Market St.
433-9464

Brass Earrings... $14.95 pr.
Turquoise Earrings... $6.95 pr.

*<**•"

m

Assorted Brass and Gift Items...$5.99 & up.

Phone(

c->

Wide selection of unique India Imported clothing*

\

z*>

State

C*y
)

School Anendng
Slotm

R ;_

Soph L

Jr_

Sr_:

G«odU

Thare'i Navar Bean a Better Tima to Gat VISA0 and
MaitarCard * Cradlt Cardsl Apply today!

Free Agate Ring with purchase of $10 or more.
Store Hours Mon. - Thurs. 11:00 • 6:00
Friday 11:00 - 8:00 Saturday 10:00 - 6:00

Ski Totes

utdoorj

o*A

jElKCEl

y

oAis

eS
las$
sung

Posters

I & SPORT

GREAT SKI GIFT IDEAS FOR UNDER $30
#£
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Bit

ape3a»

*\***

'*>
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Wineskins

Valley Mall, Harrisonburg

433-8*57

Experience Air Force Nursing.
Experience - the opportunity
for advanced education, specialization and flight nursine
Experience - the opportunity
to develop management and leadership skills as an Air Force officer
Experience-excellent starting pay
complete medical and dental care and 30 days of vacation with pay each year
Plus, many other benefits unique to the Air Force life sUle
Experience- being part of a h.ghly professional health-care team
Find out what your experience can be
Send in the card or contact your local Air Force Nurse Recruiter
**

>£

,f;;i,
A greot »o» oi We

S>

Air Force

A greet way to practice nursing.
A
CONTACT SERGEANT LU CHARETTE AT 9714092
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courtfile
11 fined
for drunken
driving

Fells Church pleaded guilty Nov. 15 to
drunken driving.
Rohrer was fined $150 and his license
was suspended for six months. His
license then was reinstated because he
enrolled in ASAP.
Rohrer was arrested by campus police
Oct. 13 on Madison Drive near Gifford
Hall.

Here is a summary of action
recently taken in Rockingham County District Court:

»► Student John Durkin, 19, of Virginia
Beach pleaded guilty Nov. 15 to drunken
driving.
Durkin was fined $150 and his license
was suspended for six months. His
license then was reinstated because he
enrolled in ASAP.
Durkin was arrested by campus police
Oct. 30 in H parking lot behind Harrison
Hall.

*• Student David Stanton, 20, of Haddonfield, N.J., pleaded guilty Nov. 15 to
drunken driving.
Stanton was fined $250 and his license
was suspended for six months.
Stanton was arrested by campus
police Oct. 30 near the Port Republic entrance to JMU.
► Non-student Scott Turnamian, 21, of
Charlottesville pleaded guilty Nov. 15 to
drunken driving.
Turnamian was fined $150 and his
license was suspended for six months.
His license then was reinstated because
he enrolled in the Alcohol Safety Action
Program.
Turnamian was arrested by campus
police Oct. 7 on Bluestone Drive.
*■ Student Timothy Nacey, 20, of
Virginia Beach pleaded guilty Nov. 15 to
drunken driving.
Nacey was fined $150 and his license
was suspended for six months. His
license then was reinstated because he
enrolled in ASAP.
Nacey was arrested by campus police
Oct. 23 on Grace Street.
► Student Roderick Rohrer, 22, of

was suspended for six months. His
license then was reinstated because he
enrolled In ASAP.
Haislip was arrested by campus police
Oct. 9 on Ridge Road.
»> Student John Burgess, 20, of Vienna, Va., pleaded guilty Nov. 15 to drunken
driving.
Burgess was fined $150 and his
license was suspended for six months.
His license then was reinstated because
he enrolled in ASAP.
Burgess was arrested by cai, .s
police Oct. 21 near the Port Republic
Road entrance to JMU.
*■ Student Phyllis Byrnes, 19, of Annandale pleaded guilty Nov. 15 to

drunken driving.
Byrnes was fined $150 and her license
was suspended for six months. Her
license then was reinstated because she
enrolled in ASAP.
Byrnes was arrested by Harrisonburg
police Oct. 6 on South High Street.
■» Non-student Brenda Pitsenbarger,
25, of Harrisonburg was found guilty
Nov. 3 of drunken driving.
Pitsenbarger was fined $150 and her
license was suspended for six months.
Her license then was reinstated because
she enrolled in ASAP.
Pitsenbarger was arrested by campus
police Aug. 31 on Port Republic Road
near Howard Johnson's.

HANG
GLIDING

»► Student Dale East, 21, of Great
Falls, Va., pleaded guilty Nov. 15 to
drunken driving.
East was fined $150 and his license
was suspended for six months. His
license then was reinstated because he
enrolled in ASAP.
East was arrested by Harrisonburg
police Oct. 8 on Port Republic Road.

20% OFF*

+■ Non-student Edwin Goodloe, 33, of
Afton, Va., pleaded guilty Nov. 15 to
drunken driving.
Goodloe was fined $150 and his
license was suspended for six months.
His license then was reinstated because
he enrolled in ASAP.
Goodloe was arrested by campus
police Oct. 14 on South High Street.

Thru Easter
(919)441-6247
Group Trips Being Arranged
For more information on hang gliding, skydiving, camping, canoeing, sailing, skiing, caving, horseback riding,
bicycling and other outdoor activities, contact:

► Non-student Edward Haislip, 43, of
Palmyra, Va., pleaded guilty Nov. 15 to
drunken driving.
Haislip was fined $150 and his license

MADISON OUTING CLUB
P.O. Box 4207 J.M.U.
* On Beginning Lesson, J.M.U. ID Musi Be Presented For Discount

Harrisonburg, Va.

Tues. Dec. 6- THE DADS

PREGNANT?

Special Happy Hour 9-JO p.m.

Wed. Dec. 7- DOWNTOWN
Motown - Abo College Nile; $2 caver with Student ID.
Happy Hour 7p.m.-close

Free Confidential Help
Free Pregnancy Test

Thurs. Dec. 8- THE MANNEQUINS
New Wave • $2 cover; Ladles admitted tree
Special Happy Hour 9-10 p.m.

Fri. & Sat.- CAPITOL ROCKERS
Rock '■ Roll

ID*O%

Oftg^ (Mteoor S \?M - it (rm

BIRTHRIGHT
434-0003

Newstip?
Newstip?
Newstip?
Newstip?
Newstip?
Newstip?
Call 6127

29 South Liberty Street
One Block From Court Square

■**#

w

HAIRSTYLING

54 South Main St., Harrisonburg
(NEAR THE THEATER)

HOLIDAY SPECIALS
Perms $27.50 (And up)
(Regular from $35.00)
Offer Good Dec. 5-10

Elalno Shank
Sholloy Million
Mortlo Grldloy
Lois Kloor

Call Today 433-8600

u
LONG LASTING
for permanent crisp body
RICH IN CONDITIONERS
Tor super shine and soft good feel
THE STYLE OF YOUR CHOICE
for lasting waves, curls, or only body

SPAGHETTI & BEER FEAST
All you can eat-Draft Beer Included in price
$
Every

6.95

Wednesday
5to8PM
r.5ldur.ini

Includes all you can eat
salad bar & garlic bread
Choice of Italian Sausage
Mushroom, Meat & Tomato
sauces

BUSCH AND
$1.89
6 pack
NATURAL LIGHT
12oz. cans

68W WaterSt
(across from the parking deck) 433*91 46

Jo's Invites you to a Free Birthday Dinner
(Offer valid any day till 9 PM. Photo ID required.)

$3.39

HEINEKEN

6 pack

12 oz. bottles

TheBedy Sfcop

JANE PARKER
9QC
ENGLISH MUFFINS *>p«<*«

Tho Purple Building On Th» Court Squaro
2 North Moin St.. Harritonburq
Maxtor Chorgo and Vila

Holiday Hours
T Open Nightly Till 9 p.m.
Monday - Friday

SLICED
BOILED HAM

Clothing To Fit Your Lifestyle

Vi lb.

COLE SLAW,
POTATO SALAD

99<P

69$

lb.

COCA
COLA
16 oz. 8-pack bottles

$1.39

RED
GRAPEFRUIT

_ ft0 '« 99<P

plus deposit

J
R-No 655

OD» COUPON

STARKIST
TUNA 8V, at. can
j.

■

49C

LJnilt one per customer with $5.00 purchase on all coupons.

RNo 656

H

" e£)»ipoB

CITRUS HILL
ORANGE JUICE
12 oz. can

99$

j
.Ji^l™ P^towwith $500 purchase on all coupon,.
■ R-No 657
„
'
,

BORDEN'S CHEESE

J

QO-.

TWIN SLICES «Ji^ 99$
L-~2S2iZ2!Z!?«***r

in

i
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Rolling Stones
"UNDERCOVER"
Only $5.99

newsfile

Maxell UDXL-II90
2 for $5.79
TDK SA-90
2 for $5.79
New Cassettes: $8.98, list for $6.49
FREE MAXELL POSTER WITH PURCHASE
OF 6 UDXL-II 90's

COO

« E. Market St.

434-R2D2

433-8978
"WHERE THE MUSIC IS"
TUESDAY

BEAT THE CLOCK
2 BANDS!
DT AND THE SHAKES

SYNAPTIC GAP
Come Downtown Early and Save!
WEDNESDAY

-i

LINCOLN NIGHT
"Bring Your Pennies"
THURSDAY
Happy Hour 2 to 7 p.m.
Live Band!
DT AND THE SHAKES

SPARKPLUGS
Happy Hour 2 to 7 p.m. with

THE SPARKPLUGS

SATURDAY

DON'T MISS

New Wave Band from Va. Beach
JMU Checks Welcome

The Committee on Faculty Concerns might recommend that the
$60,000 JMU received from its 1983
NCAA basketball appearance be
spent for faculty development.
Faculty development, according
to committee chairman Norm Garrison, is anything that will improve
faculty members' ability to do their
jobs.
This could include re-training and
updating of faculty and/or equipment, research, travel and guest
speakers.
The 15-member committee has
met six times and has discussed
many options but has not yet made a
decision. Garrison said.
"Whenever you get a large
number of people together, there are
always divergent ideas," he said.
Garrison would not elaborate on
specific ideas that have been offered
by committee members. "If I go
leaking out all the plans, the committee might feel that I'm trying to
force a (particular) decision. I don't
want to do that."
But Garrison said that the committee has agreed that it does not
want to "duplicate any existing services."
Existing faculty services include
JMU summer and mini-grants used
primarily for research and instructional development, release time and
research and development leaves of
absence.
Garrison said the committee hopes
to have made its recommendations
by the beginning of next semester.
The committee will make its
recommendations to the Faculty
Senate and then the final recommendations will be presented to President Ronald Carrier, who will make
the final decision.
— Kim Gibson

Tree lighting
ceremonies set

FRIDAY

«f* THE BOPCATS

NCAA money
may be used
to help faculty

AV

V

A Christmas tree lighting
ceremony in the Warren Campus
Center will be held Thursday at 6:30
p.m.
President Ronald Carrier will light
the tree.
The JMU Brass Ensemble will perform at 6:15 p.m. The JMU Chorale
will perform during the ceremony.
Santa Claus will make a special appearance that night.
A second Christmas tree lighting
ceremony will follow at 7:30 p.m. on
the upper half of the quad near
Wilson Hall.
The outdoor tree will be at least 20
feet tall, said Helen MacNabb, SGA
Building and Grounds Committee
chairman.
The ceremony will be open to the
public.

"I really think it's going to be
great," MacNabb said.
— Missy Epps

Scholar discusses
Supreme Court
The present Supreme Court is
above average, said a University of
Virginia government professor Friday.
Dr. Henry Abraham discussed
Supreme Court appointments to
conclude this semester's Visiting
Scholar's program. Abraham has
authored several books on the
United States' judicial process and
the Supreme Court.
At his presentation, he gave a
summary of the Supreme Court
system and how members are appointed.
Supreme Court justices are appointed by the United States president and approved by the Senate.
Those"appointed to the position
usually are white, protestant.
Democratic males with prior experience in the federal or state
courts, he said.
They are chosen for objective
merit, balanced representation, compatability with the present administration, and often are a personal acquaintance with the President, he said.
— Malia Simon

School considers
botanical garden
JMU might get its own arboretum
botanical garden.
Dr. Norlyn Bodkin, associate professor of biology at JMU, proposed
Wednesday that the Planning and
Development commission consider
building its own arboretum — a site
where trees and shrubs are grown for
scientific and educational purposes.
Student projects at the George
Washington National Forrest consistently have have been destroyed,
he said.
Because the biology department is
growing in size and academic
prestige, "the arboretum would
create the difference between a
mediocre and a fine university
department," Bodkin said.
A committee will be appointed to
study the project's feasibility. The
proposal must be approved before
additional plans can be made.
Costs would include fencing, trail
making, and planting fees. Garden
upkeep might average $1,500 per
year, Bodkin said.
The garden would be available to
everyone.
Also at the meeting, the committee decided to build a shelter over the
Godwin Hall bus stop benches.
The shelter currently used at Godwin will be used at Presidential
Apartments. It will be the second
shelter at that site.
— Donna Sawyers
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In training
Special Olympics program involves students
By Cay Fultz

staff writer

The classroom door opens and
nine eager faces light up when they
see who enters.
"Yea! They're here!"
In a flurry of movement, desks
and tables are quickly pushed
against the walls and space cleared.
Eight JMU students are greeted by
excited 12- to 14-year-olds in
William Vaughan's special education class at Pleasant Valley Elementary School.
Training a champ, whether for the
Olympics or a local race, takes time,
patience and dedication. At JMU, a
group of 35 student volunteers has
committed itself to working with
about 45 area youths in preparation
for the Virginia Special Olympics
Summer Games.
Coaches work with the athletes on
a one-on-one basis at their schools
for about an hour, once or twice a
week. Most of the youngsters are
trainable mentally retarded individuals who have previously participated in Special Olympics.
The Train-a-Champ program concentrates its efforts on track and
field events. Volunteers also work
with other Special Olympic events
such as bowling, swimming and
basketball.
"Students at Madison are very
good volunteers," says Linda Shaw,
a JMU special education major and
student coordinator for the Train-aChamp program. "They really look
forward to us coming out. They are
so appreciative. I've never seen
anything like it."
Strong friendships often form between the coaches and athletes
because of the time they spend
together. Richard and Suzanne
demonstrate this special rapport.
Richard, a slim, blond, 13-yearold with lively blue eyes and a contagious smile, won a silver medal in
the mile run at the Special Olympic
state games last year.
Richard is one of five in
Vaughan's class to win a medal in
last year's state games. He wants to
compete in the mile run again next
year and is working hard to achieve
that goal.
"If he keeps trying, he'll get there.
He's got what it takes to do it as far
as determination goes, " says his
coach, Suzanne Neff, a special education major.
Suzanne began working with the
Train-a-Champ program this year
and enjoys working with Richard.
"It's fantastic. I just love it. It gives
me such an ego boost to watch him
H|.-..<|.'«»'«M"»'-" "

If yeu d quit laughing, you c«uld doit," says JMU student and Train - rh
friend
rlend, Richard. Neff is one of 35 JMU students who tra na Inrfivw ? fmp CMch Suzann« Neff » her
wno trains individuals fez the local Special Olympics
games In June.
(Photo by Yo Nagaya)
try. I want him to go out and win."
"One more," says Suzanne
During their sessions together, enIf an athlete can complete an exerIt's going to be my best one "
couragement never ceases to flow.
cise without any help from a coach
says Richard with a grin
"Good job! Get your chin down
three times in a row, he advances to
there. If you'd quit laughing, you
a higher level. The levels begin with
could do it, " says Suzanne, as
rookie and progress to winner, star,
Richard, giggling, collapses on the
champ and super champ.
floor in the middle of a push-up.
Right now, Richard falls between
He has just finished doing 100 siteverything they do. An •] cando ™ star and champ, Suzanne says.
ups and is now working on 25 pushAfter he finishes push-ups,
atmosphere goes on here. If we ran
ups. He sits up, peels off his jogging
Suzanne
sends Richard to get a stopget them to try, that's half of Te watch. It's
jacket, playfully tosses it on
time to run in place.
Suzanne's head, then continues,
for them, not only physical h.!
determined to make it to 25.
mental as
as well.
w-n >• ' "'^'cal, but
mental
See CHAMP page 9 ►
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Recreation

Racquetball, anyone?
New facilities alleviate court scheduling problems
By Dave Monroe
"Our courts are full every day
of the week between 3 and ll
p.m.," Kathy Koch, assistant
director of recreational activity for
JMU, said about JMU's racquetball facilities.
JMU now has 12 courts for racquetball, America's fastest growing sport.
The opening of six new courts,
located beneath the visiting team's
bleachers in the football stadium,
has lessened the scheduling problem for JMU racquetball players.
"Now the chances of getting a
court are better, but you've still
got to call in advance," said Chris
Reilly, a junior who plays three
times a week.
Anywhere from 100 to 250 people call the recreation office daily
to reserve a court.

don't think I necessarily play better, but I like the novelty of it."
Another new feature is the
challenge court, where a new
challenger plays the winner of each
game. It adds competition and
shortens waiting time. If someone
is waiting to play, only the winner
is allowed to continue.
Racquetball enthusiasts who
play three or more hours a week
can strengthen their hearts and
firm up muscles. The game is fastpaced and requires endurance and
quickness.
"Playing racquetball has improved my reflexes and
quickness," said Carl Ellison."I
play twice a week, and I'm worn
out after three games."
The JMU Racquetball Club,
with 35 members, competes
against schools on a state, regional
and national level.

'/ like playing on the glass court
better. I don't think I necessarily
play better, but I like the novelty '
Regulation racquetball is played
in a four-walled court that is 40
feet long, 20 feet high, and 20 feet
wide. The server is the only one
who can score, and games are
played to 21 or 15 points. Matches
generally consist of three games,
with the winner posting two victories.
One of the new courts has a
plexiglass wall, a popular new
feature. Spectators can watch the
game from behind the wall rather
than from a balcony above the
court. •
"I like playing on the glass court
better," said Chris Love, a senior
who plays four times a week. "I

JMU's 12 courts stay booked consistently In the svsnlng.
Racquet ball is one of the top-rated conditioning sports.

Editor
From flying Frisbees
(cover and right by Yo
Nagaya) to flying a Cessna,
this supplement features the
recreational activities of JMU
and its surrounding area. Contents are the product of
Comm. 580, Sports Writing
and Production. The supplement was funded in part by
JMU's School of Fine Arts
and Communication, Dr.
Donald L. McConkey, dean.
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"Although not a varsity sport,
the team is very competitive and
participates in several tournaments," said Koch.
The intramural department also
has a tournament open to all
students. The tournament has
seven different entry categories:
men's open singles, intermediate
singles, and doubles; women's
open singles, intermediate singles,
and doubles; and mixed doubles.
This year's tournament was held
Nov. 13-20 with 125 students participating.
As interest grows, more people
then ever are asking, "Racquetball
anyone?"

Wallyball hits it big

"Because it's still new we've raised a lot of
people's curiosity," said Toliver. "We
didn't anticipate this many people signing up
to play this year."
Mickey Solan of the Steamers, an independent men's team, said,"There's a lot
of action and it's a really fast-moving sport.
There are only four players on each side, so
everybody gets in on the play."
One question raised this year concerns a
rule requiring an organization in the championship division to have a Wallyball team.
"Wallyball is one of those rare sports
where everybody gets into the action. There
are no individual heroes; it's a team effort,"
said Jeff Kane of Kappa Sigma."It's like
volleyball, which is probably the most
popular intramural sport at JMU. Wallyball
helps those who play intramural volleyball
get ready."
As in any sport, strategy is important in
Wallyball. Solan said that communication is
important to team play. He added that a
prior knowledge of volleyball and good jumping ability helps, but to be successful one
needs to be able to utilize the walls, place
shots and set up teammates.
Toliver said, "The walls can be used as an
extra person. As people play more they'll
learn to use the walls more.
"Walleyball is fun and it's a great
activity," said Toliver. "I'm looking for the
day when people start, reserving the courts
for wallyball just , as they do for
racquetball."

0

Volleyball, racquetball combination creates fast-paced game
By Scott To I ley
What would happen if you put eight
people in a racquetball court and told them
to play volleyball? You'd have the latest
craze sweeping college campuses, Wallyball.
Wallyball, JMU's newest intramural
sport, is best described as volleyball with
walls. It's played in a racquetball court with
two teams, usually of four players each. A
net is stretched across the middle of the court
and a blue ball, very similar to a volleyball,
is used in play.
The basic rules of volleyball like blocking,
carrying and double-hits, apply to
Wallyball. The main difference is the two
side walls are in play. A player can hit any
shot off the side walls, but the opponent's
back wall and the ceiling are out of bounds. .
Wallyball, which originated about five
years ago, is the brainchild of Joe Garcia of
Costa Mesa, Calif. Garcia, known as "Mr.
Wallyball," is responsible for the licensing
and patenting of the sport, and is now head
of the World Wallyball Association in Columbus, Ohio.
JMU's assistant director of recreation,
Kathy Koch, said that the Midwest has been

bombarded with Wallyball, but the move of
the sport eastward has been slow. Koch said
a more stringent game with just two or three
players on each side has become popular in
the West.
The JMU recreation department introduced wallyball he're last year. To help explain
and promote the sport, the department conducted a clinic and held the first JMU
Wallyball Tournament.
This year the sport has been given intramural status, replacing wrestling.
"When we introduced it last year the interest was minimal," said George Toliver,
director of recreation and intramurals. "To
promote it we made it an intramural sport
this year and required it for championship
division play."
More than 80 teams signed up for regular
season play and a combined total of 46
men's, women's and mixed teams competed
in the tournament. Sigma Nu won the championship division and the overall men's tournament. Old But Active defeated ZETA, the
women's championship division winner, for
the overall women's title. The Aged took the
Co-Rec title.
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Intramurals
schedule
Ma

Activity

Jan.

Basketball
Ski race

Feb.

Wrestling
Free throws
Weightlifting

5th
6th
13th

March Volleyball
Basketball
2on-2
Badminton
Decathlon
and Pentagon
Co-Rec Soft, ball'

1st
12th

April

Scott Tolley snapped this line shot from the court's balcony.
After migrating from California, Wallyball's popularity is on the risejn the here.

Track and
field
Tennis
Frisbee toss

Sign-up
deadline
11th
24th

14th
26th
27th

5th
5th
13th
<

Club Sports

Coping with problems
Lack of money, facilities and equipment plague clubs
By Walter Moody
The JMU women's soccer club is one of
the finest in Virginia. This year's team was
undefeated in state club action and finished
fifth in the recent state soccer tournament.
The team's battles, however, are not confined to the field. Like most club sports at
JMU, women's soccer is suffering its share
of problems.
Field availability was the first difficulty
the team faced this year. According to coach
Ron Bell, field space was at a premium and
practices had be worked into obtainable
slots. Bell said another problem was scheduling practices around players' late afternoon
classes.

In the past there were' financial difficulties, with some players paying for road
trips. This year the university paid the cost
of officials, and the SGA gave the team $450
to cover other expenses.
Bell said the team's biggest obstacle lies
ahead.
Many clubs in the state are becoming varsity teams due to a recent NCAA ruling.
These teams are reluctant to play a club team
and Bell fears a problem for JMU scheduling
games in the future. "Club games may not
even count on their records," he said.
A solution would be for the club to
become a varsity team, but Bell realizes the
difficulty in convincing the administration
of this."The girls have to make it look attractive to the athletic department," he said.

Not just a club i an adventure
By Daniel Flnnegan
Providing alternatives, that's what the
Outing Club is all about.
Not only do the Outing Club's many trips
offer students an alternative to weekends
filled with term papers and parties, it also
provides alternatives to JMU's other recreational clubs.
While the rugby and lacrosse clubs thrive
on competition, the Outing Club provides
more leisurely outdoor recreation for JMU
students.
"Basically, our purpose is to provide people with something to do other than
schoolwork," said Rob Nixon, vice president of the club. "We give them the chance
to get out, meet a lot of people and do
something different.
"We teach them how to use the outdoors
without destroying it. We also do some supportive lobbying to preserve the outdoors,

but we're not the Sierra Club."
An activity is offered almost every week,
said Nancy Hamilton, outing club president!
Among the activities the club offers are
sky diving, hang gliding, horseback riding,
caving, skiing, rafting, tubing, camping, and
hiking. The club also takes a trip to the
beach each spring.
Dues are $2 a semester, $3 a year, and $6
for life membership.
The dues are used to publish a newsletter
of upcoming events. "We like to keep
members informed," Nixon said.
Each trip is paid for by the members who
participate. The highest-priced activity is $55
for a first time sky-diver, but many activities
are free. Cost of gas and food is split among
the participants.
The club receives a group rate for the
higher-priced activities such as hang-gliding
and sky-diving. The $55 sky-diving fee in-

Problems vary for other clubs.
• The women's softball club faces a
transportation problem. Club' president
Nancy Diersen said the players often have to
pay travel costs themselves.
Practice will begin at the end of February
and the season in March. The team is
scheduled to play about 24 games under
coach Marshall Wayland, a former JMU
varsity baseball player.
The men's water polo club has a unique
problem. The 20 members lack the needed
equipment to conduct proper practices or
play home matches. The club is missing the
goals, and club president Chris James does
not anticipate obtaining any until next year.
With men's volleyball, the club has practice facilities and equipment but lacks people. It has lost 10 of its 19 members since the
season began in October. Coached by
former Mary Washington College player Liz
Leggett, the club has 10 matches tentatively
scheduled for next semester.
The volleyball season ends with the state
tournament the third weekend in April. Last
year's team finished fifth of 12 teams.
The racquetball club's biggest problems
are conflicting players' and team's
schedules. Club president Paul Crosen said
he can't remember when the team has traveled to a regular season match with all of its
top players.
Regular season play begins for the men's
and women's teams in early January. The
highlight of the season, Crosen said, is the
state tournameni which JMU teams have
combined to win three consecutive years.
The rugby and lacrosse clubs have fewer
problems. They have higher memberships
and dues than other clubs.
The rugby club has 40 members. The team
won the state title last year and finished second in the East Coast Rugby Championship. This year JMU was runner-up in the
state, and received a wild card berth to the
championship to be held in April.
The men's lacrosse club has 30 members.
It has about 10 matches beginning March 13
with team practices starting early next
semester.

eludes six hours of ground school and one
jump. Each jump after the first costs $16.
Member Dave Testerman is one of 250
people who has been sky-diving with the club
in the last four years, but for Testerman,
sky-diving has become more than just a conversation piece.
Testerman plans to get his own parachute.
"I'm going to see if my dad can get one from
the Navy," he said.
The first jump "scared the hell out of
me," Testerman said. I didn't know which
way was up at first. It was wild. People think
it's really scary, and it is until you jump.
"It's something different, something new.
It s really pretty up there, especially where
we jump in the mountains.
"You have three minutes to just look and
float."
The popularity of ski-diving has helped
boost club membership. There are about 130
student members and about 20 life members
who still participate. The percentage of
members participating regularly this year has
also increased, Hamilton said.

Cold weather brings
ski fever to JMU
By Eddie Rogers
As soon as cold weather is here to stay,
the ski bug will hit. When it does, it will
cause an epidemic.
JMU students have several ski resorts
within an hour's driving distance, including
one only 30 minutes away. On any given
winter day students can be seen loading skis
onto their cars and trekking off to the
slopes.
Advanced snow-making equipment
enables ski resorts to open up in more
moderate climates and has led to skiing's increased popularity, said John Haynes, who
was responsible for getting ski classes into
the JMU physical and health education
department eight years ago.

Charles Wines, ski area manager at
Massanutten, takes that a step further: "The
snow-farming equipment lets us chop up and
till the snow and make it a much softer and
more enjoyable surface."
Haynes and Wines agree that skiing has
become so popular because it's a lifetime
sport and during the winter months there are
few other outdoor recreational activities.
And over the years, skiing has become increasingly popular with people of all ages.
"You see three-year-old kids and 75-yearold grandmothers out here skiing," Wines
said. "Anybody can do it."
Skiing requires mere of a person,
physically, than even experienced skiers
realize, Haynes said. It provides muscular
endurance and emphasizes physical condition.
"You have to do sit-ups to increase your
abdominal strength and stretching exercises
to prevent injuries to muscles and joints,"
Haynes said. And all this should be done
before getting on the slopes.

Golf drives beginners crazy

Skiing has been rated as highly useful in
building upper and lower body strength, endurance and flexibility.
Haynes said that in addition to the
physical rewards, skiing is "an aesthetic and
challenging experience.''
But many potential skiers fear injury.
People can break arms or legs while on the
slopes, Haynes said, but the injury-to-skier
ratio is vastly overstated. Accidents and injuries usually result because the skier is attempting things he shouldn't do, according
to Haynes.
"Accidents usually happen to the novice
skier who is out of condition, and who
thinks he knows all about skiing," Haynes
said.
And some skiers don't know when to quit.
Skiers should not go beyond their ability
or energy, Haynes said.
Haynes also recommended taking lessons
from a qualified ski school. "That will give
you a solid foundation and you can gain
confidence," he said.
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Beginning golfers fight frustration at Lakeview
By Jay Crawford
In the middle of the fairway, about 30
yards from the green, a golfer approaches
her ball. She takes a few warm-ups and
prepares to swing.
' After a slow, easy backswing, she brings
the club swiftly forward. A divot flies
toward the flag. The ball remains at her feet.
Another carefully executed backswing.
Again the head of the club swings
downward. Whiff, no bal1 contact at all.
The golfer looks around conspicuously.
She bends over, picks up the ball and throws
it toward the hole.
Such is the life of a beginning golfer.
"Golf is a game, a profession, a business
asset, a social activity, and often, a
humiliating experience," says the golf textbook used at JMU.
Sophomore Laurie Walsh knows the feeling of humiliation well. "I got angry, not
angry.. . . frustrated, so I threw the ball
toward the hole," she said.

Walsh, who had never played before taking JMU's elementary golf course this fall,
recommends patience for anyone who wants
to start playing golf seriously. "You master
golf, or it masters you," she said.
"Golf teases you," according to the textbook. Senior Walt Moody said there is
nothing quite as ecstatic as the feeling of
sinking a 30-foot putt, or setting a long iron
shot right beside the hole.
"Then without warning, your dreams are
shattered and golf has put you in your
place," the textbook says. According to
Moody, "getting up on the first tee with a
big crowd around waiting to tee off, then
screwing up your tee shot, is humiliating."
Junior Brad King, another beginner,
remembers hitting his first tee shot onto the
wrong green, "five feet from the hole."
When he retrieved his ball two men were
playing the hole. "It was pretty embarrassing," King said.

3 6S7 68

Moody and King agree that nothing will
improve someone's game except practice.
"Don't just go out and hack around, take
lessons first," King said.
Deb Tyson, who taught elementary golf
this fall, talked about golf's difficulties:
"Most of the time students will lift their
heads and not keep the(r eyes on the ball,"
which can lead to many different mistakes.
Golf is included in JMU's physical education program because it is a lifetime sport.
"When you're 60, you can still play," Tyson
said. "You don't have to be in great physical
condition."
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Shaping
By day. . .
By Christine Lubiak
At 5:15 a.m., when most of
the campus is sleeping, a professor in the JMU physical and
health education department is
already up and working in Godwin Hall.
Dr. John Rader is not holding
one of his health classes at this
hour. He is helping people learn
more about their health and
physical fitness.
Rader is the director of the
JMU Fitness Program, which
meets in Godwin Hall every
Monday through Friday, from
5:30 to 7:30 a.m. Healthconscious men and women
come to learn about physical
fitness through exercise programs under the guidance of
Rader and his staff.
Now Rader, head athletic
trainer Ron Stefancin and some
local physicians coordinate individualized fitness programs.
Rader was recently appointed
director of the new Valley
Wellness Center, being formed
in conjunction with Rockingham Memorial Hospital. He
will resign as director of the
JMU Fitness Program at the
end of the spring semester.
"I'd like to see people from
the fitness program go with me
(to the Wellness Center)," said
Rader. "But the fee here is
more than reasonable. I know
people won't leave."
Dr. Carrier pedals 20 minutes dally.
As director of the Fitness proBiking,
sit-ups, weightlifting and swimming comprise his program.
gram, Rader has several duties.
A major function of his job is recruiting new
active. They lose weight and gain selfmembers through various public relations
esteem," he said.
channels in the community and on campus.
This semester, 105 men and 35 women are
He also must be at Godwin Hall before the
involved
in the program, the largest enrollmembers arrive to ensure that all the
ment since it began in 1975.
facilities and locker rooms are open for use.
Glen Gustafson, a professor in the
"What we try to do is point people in a cerGeology
department, began attending the
tain direction, or get them ready for a certain
fitness
program
five years ago after an illness
sport," said Rader.
hospitalized
him.
He was out of school a
The fitness program at JMU is similar to a
number
of
weeks
when
he realized that he
health club. For $40 a semester, a member
needed
to
take
better
care
of himself. "My
has access to Godwin Hall gymnasium, both
life
was
out
of
balance,"
Gustafson
said "I
the Universal and Nautflus weight rooms,
was
run
down
and
not
getting
any
exercise
"
and Savage pool.
Now
Gustafson
has
established
a
program
Before starting, each member meets with
suited to his needs. It includes stretching exRader to form an individualized exercise
ercises and a running regimen.
program.
Gustafson finds that his early morning run
Jack Neff, an insurance agent from Harinvigorates
him. "It becomes a vital part of
risonburg, joined the program eight years
your
day,"
he said. "After you miss a day
ago to build his upper-body for tennis. "It's
you feel sedentary."
one way to keep in shape," said Neff. "I
Probably the most well-known fitness prohave my own set pattern."
gram
member is JMU President Ronald CarRader said people join a fitness program
rier.
primarily for psychological benefits. "Peo"This is the greatest thing that has happle feel better about themselves when they're
pened to me," said Carrier, working out on

an exercise bicycle in the training room. "There's no tension
during the day, and I sleep better at night."
Carrier starts working out
each day at 6 a.m. His program
begins with a 20-minute endurance program on the exercise bicycle. Next he moves to
the weight room where he does
50 sit-ups and lifts weights. To
cool down, he ends with a
20-minute swim.

Dr. Carrier: 7 would
recommend it to
anyone.'
Since he began in August,
Carrier said, he has lost 11
pounds. "I would recommend it
to anyone," he said.
Despite the growth of the
JMU Fitness Program, some
problems have emerged. As
with any exercise program,
members eventually begin to
drop out. "Some will quit
because of the early morning
hour, others will choose another
form of activity," Rader said.
Another problem is caused by
the JMU athletic teams' demand for the facilities. For example, the swim team practices
in Savage Natatorium Tuesday
and Thursday mornings, making the pool unavailable to
members of the Fitness Program.

Dr. John Rader, program director.
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)r. Patricia Bruce leads the class through a variety of exercises.
iixiy-five faculty and staff members take part in the exercise classes.

. .and by night
By Kristin Whitehurst
At 5 p.m. our high-heeled shoes go off and our
ennis shoes go on. We lock up our offices and
ead for the dance floor. We're into aerobics.
By day we're professors, secretaries, cashiers
nd librarians. Some of us are college-age and
ome of us are grandmothers. We are single,
ivorced and married.
But by 5:30 two nights a week we are sweating,
anting and hurting alike. We've exchanged our
uits and dresses for shorts and T-shirts, or tights
nd leotards. Sometimes we feel we can't possibly
eep going. But for the most part, we love it.
"I look forward to it," said Diana Shank, a
ecretary for the JMU campus police. "It's a good
v
*y to start off the week. And I know how good
I'm going to feel when I finish."
Diana is one of approximately 65 JMU faculty
and staff women who are participating in aerobic
exercise classes. Classes were originally scheduled
for Monday and Wednesday evenings, but had to
be expanded to Tuesday and Thursday when more
People signed up than could fit into Godwin 353.
Dr. Patricia Bruce, a JMU professor of physical
and health education, leads the classes. Bruce
"really makes them fun," said Bobbie Jones, a
cashier in the accounts payable office in Wilson
Hall. "She gives you a good all-over workout, and
she lifts your spirits. You leave there with an attitude adjustment."
Each class begins with stretching and moderately
s
'renuous warm-up exercises, directed by a voice
0n
an aerobics record that provides background

music and a beat. For the remainder of the hour
we exercise almost every part of our bodies, toning
us up from our feet to our shoulders.
Most of the exercises benefit the muscles of our
legs, arms and torsos.
After the first- week of classes some found it
painful to move from standing to sitting positions,
or to walk up stairs. "I was quite sore," said
Diana. "It shows you how out of shape you are."
As our muscles have developed, we are rarely
stiff or sore no matter how strenuous the workout.
But aerobics is more than just stretching and
toning muscles to music.
Bruce said the purpose of the class is "to improve the ability of the body to pick up and use oxygen."
Exercise causes the heart muscles get stronger
and pump more blood. More blood goes to the
lungs to pick up oxygen before circulating to the
muscles. In turn, more oxygen is getting to the
muscle tissues. The result is stronger, healthier
bodies.
Because most people in the classes are not able
to exercise during the day, we began by doing muscle toning more than aerobics. Bruce advocates
slow, static stretching as a safe and effective beginning exercise.
"Any aerobics program should take you from
where you are," Bruce said. "It's important to be
able to identify where you are and go from there."
And there is no demand to do everything
perfectly; no one's embarrassed if she has to slow
down or skip a step.
That's why aerobics has become so popular, according to Bruce. "Everybody can get lost in the
crowd. Who knows if you don't do it exactly
right?»i
^

She said in many sports and in dance every
movement is specific and must be done exactly or in perfect unison. In aerobics,
however, "you can fudge a little. If you
make mistakes, that's okay. Nobody wants
to be embarrassed."
And for most of us, these classes are the
only way we'd do the exercises.
Bruce emphasizes the importance of working out three times a week. And the third
workout is the most difficult too do because
we do it on our own.
"It's easier to sway from not doing it
when you're not in a group," Diana said.
Bobbie has two children at home and has
had to miss some of the classes when her
husband, a state police officer, worked the
evening shift.
"Sometimes it's hard just to squeeze the
time in," Bobbie said. "You end up compromising your interests for your home
responsibilities."
But when her husband works the day
shift, he feeds and takes care of the children
while she is in class. "He encourages
anything that interests me," said Bobbie.
"It's very convenient," Diana said, since
the classes are held on campus and begin at
5:15. We go straight from work and don't
have time to go home and find reasons to not
exercise."

Lisa Russ-Spaar does knee lifts.
The classes are held bi-weekly.
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Keeping the well well
Center combines fitness program with medical supervision
By John Castaldi

An era began in this country a decade
ago. People started biking, hiking, swimming, running — anything to break a sweat.
Fat was out, thin was in. Americans were
obsessed with good health.
The health era of the 1970s has evolved in
the 1980s. Now that Americans are healthy,
they want to stay that way.
"Keep the well well" is the idea behind
wellness centers popping up across the country. By next summer, Rockingham Memorial
Hospital wilh-give Harrisonburg its own
fully-equipped wellness center.
A wellness center is similar to a health spa.
It offers activities such as swimming, weight-

lifting and racquet sports. But it differs from
a spa because it incorporates medical supervision into the health programs.
"It's the old concept of prevention instead
of waiting for illness to strike," said Dr.
John Rader, director of the Valley Wellness
Center.
Rader said the center will be attractive
because it will offer many activities to
members. Tennis and racquetball facilities
are now open, and by June the completed
center will feature a 25-lane swimming pool,
a Nautilus room, an aerobic dance area, a
walking-jogging trail, and an indoor track.
"Activity is the basis," Rader said. "Once
you become active, then you begin to look at

how much you are eating, drinking or smoking."
Rader explained that the center will emphasize both physical and psychological
benefits of good health. He said an atmosphere where healthy activities exist can
help a person begin the process of rejecting
unhealthy habits.
Smoking will be prohibited at the center,
and the snack machines will have juices in
place of soft drinks.
Positive reinforcement from other
members striving for similar health goals,
and from counselors, can help a person
make lifestyle changes that they otherwise
would not force themselves to make.
"Most people realize smoking is not good
for you. But people still smoke. However,
most people, even those who smoke, won't
let their children smoke," he said. "The
wellness-center theory offers activities to
replace the unhealthy habits."
People can join the center on a membership basis with programs ranging from one
that provides just tennis facilities to a total
fitness package which permits the member to
use the entire facility.
Members in the total health program will
undergo a dozen medical tests annually, such
as a treadmill run to test the heart rate, a
blood analysis to test the protein, glucose
and cholesterol levels, and a pulmonary
function test to gauge the capacities of the
heart.
After the tests, the member meets with the
activity coordinators, a dietician and
physiologist to devise an individual health
program.
The total health package also offers
classes such as nutrition, dieting, smoking
and CPR.

'Once you become more
active, you begin to
look at how much you
are eating drinking or
smoking.'

fWiofo by Vo Nifty)

Malntaing a balanced diet it emphasized In the wellness prograr
Members receive advice from the wellness center dietician.

The staff will consist of an exercise
physiologist, a dietician, a swimming pool
coordinator, a nautilus-strength training
director, a dance and excersice coordinator,
and a racquet sport coordinator.
Although membership prices have not yet
been established, Rader said the program
here is being developed like the Peninsula
Wellness Center in Newport News, Va.
Prices at the Peninsula center range from
$17 per month for swimming membership to
$42 per month for the complete program.
Rader estimates the total health program
here will cost $50.
The center is located in the now-defunct
Harrisonburg Racqetball Club. The Rockingham Memorial Hospital purchased the
club for $1.5 million. RMH then hired Rader
to direct the non-profit project.
Rader, who has been a health education
professor at JMU for the past 16 years, said,
"You have to determine the quality versus
the quantity of life. People here won't
necessarily live longer, but the quality of life
would be enhanced."

(Photo by Yo Nigiy)

Randy Baeaham wortcs out on the cheat machine.

Nautilus has a machine to exercise every muscle group in the body.

Fitness
Nautilus
More than just weightlifting
By Bill Dyer

\

Nautilus isn't a program, it's a
philosophy, according to many of its
followers across the country.
The biggest advantage of using Nautilus
machines instead of other training equipment is that a person gets results more quickly, said Lee McClaine, an instructor at Harrisonburg's Nautilus Center.
"It's not just a weightlifting program, it's
a total body conditioning system," McClaine said.
The Nautilus workout can help increase
muscle strength and flexibility, according to
McClaine, and can improve the cardiovascular system.
There is a Nautilus machine for each of
the body's major muscle groups. The principle that makes Nautilus machines different
from Universal or free-weight systems is that
Nautilus equipment offers varied resistance.
The machines get tougher at the point where
muscles are stronger and easier where the
muscles are not as strong.
This helps prevent injury and is a main
reason for the popularity of the Nautilus
program.
The varied resistance is made possible by
the machines' cams, the egg-shaped gears
over which a chain pulls iron plates. The
shape of a cam enables the machine to vary
the resistance the body receives from the
weights.
"You are effectively exercising 85 to 90
percent of your body, while a free-weight or
Universal only works effectively on 40 to 45

percent of your muscle fibers," McClaine
said.
The Nautilus program is suitable for both
sexes and all ages. The machines can be adjusted so that people can work at their own
pace.
Doctors often refer patients to the center,
McClaine said. Since the machines are
designed for safety, people who are weakened by illness or injury can go through a
weight program without fear of reinjury.
A good example of the rehabilitative use
of the Nautilus system is the story involving
the system's inventor, Arthur Jones.

Jones helped a competitive body-builder
who had lost 60 pounds due to a severe case
of infectious hepatitis. Once the man was
healthy, Jones put him exclusively on a
Nautilus program that enabled him to win
the Mr. America competition at age 19. He
was the youngest person ever to win.
The Nautilus Center in Harrisonburg is
located on South Main Street and has been
open about two years. The facilities include
12 Nautilus machines, a sauna, a whirlpool,
and locker rooms. Together the machines
help the entire body, and give a thorough
cardiovascular workout.

Yes, JMU, there is a Rec Center
By Bill Dyer

Dusk is falling on an autumn day, and
the bustle of high school students playing
basketball engulfs the gym.
The next morning at 9 o'clock, women arrive for a fitness class with their pre-school
children. The sounds of racquet balls hitting
the walls of nearby courts fill the air.
Later, that day, five college students are
playing a basketball team of town people.
Even though there is some shouting over
who fouled, the staff has little problems
from this game.
These are just a sample of the scenes of the
Harrisonburg Community Activities Center.
The center is run by the city's Parks and
Recreation Department and is open to all city and county residents as well as local college students.
Sean Gleason, a graduate of Providence
College in Rhode Island, is the only director
the facility has had in its eight years of
operation.
College students can use the facility during
the week from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Although it

is open to students, Gleason does not see as
many use the facility this year as in the past.
"It seems that most of last year's regulars
have graduated," Gleason said. "The group
of people that used to come over last year to
play basketball from JMU were great. We
never had any problems with them."
•a
The morning hours tend to be quiet at the
center, buKthe in afternoon things liven up.
In the afternoon the basketball courts stay
filled. Often it takes an hour or more for
people to get back into^a game after their
team loses. Sometimes as many as 50 people
stand on the sidelines waiting to play basketball.
According to Gleason's daily attendance
record, about 350 people use the center during the warm weather months. However, \
when the weather gets rough, as many as 600 )
people will come to use the center's facilities/ "
There is plenty to do besides playing
basketball. The center has four racquetball
courts, four classrooms, a weight room, and
locker facilities for men and women.
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Survival of the fittest

^

Competition runs high in Godwin Hall pick-up games
By Steve Lockard
It's the first week of November. On the
field outside Godwin Hall students are playing touch football, taking advantage of clear
skies and a temperature near 70 degrees.
Inside Godwin, 35 or so athletes ignore the
unusually mild weather, and the falling
leaves that suggest it's football season to
play pick-up basketball.
Two full-court games occupy the open
half of Godwin gym on a typical weekday
afternoon. On the sidelines, the remainder
of the players anxiously wait for a chance to
play. In pick-up basketball, you're on the
winning team or you do a lot of waiting for
your turn. If you lose, it's back to the
sidelines.

'It's a lot of fun... I
don't have to worry
about any coaches yelling at me.'
The regulars, those who show up almost
every day, get a feel for who can play and
who can't.
"Eventually, you get to know who's
who," junior Dan Fleming said. The selection process is "not really fair, but there's
not much you can do about it. The better
players get to play more."
One player who is better than most is
senior Troy Keys. Keys played varsity
basketball his first two years here, but decided to give up organized basketball before last
season. He hasn't yet hung up his high-top
Nikes.
Keys, like Fleming, makes the trip to God-

win about three times a week. "To be
honest, it's a lot of fun," Keys said. "I can
do whatever I want to do. I don't have to
worry about any coaches yelling at me.
That's why I started playing basketball —
because it's fun."
Even Keys gets his share oxvpetition.
"There are a lot of guys who can play,"
Keys said. "Some come in all the time. They
are usually the better players."
Fleming agrees. "The competition is really
good. Most of the players have played
organized ball somewhere."
Although pick-up basketball is played
with standard regulations, certain unwritten
rules apply. One has to do with which court
to play on.
"It's an unstated rule that on one court
you have the better players and on the other
court you have the lesser players," Keys
said.
Like Keys, most play because they enjoy
the game. But there are other reasons.
"It's a good way to run off my
weekends," Fleming said.
And there is a lot of running involved in
pick-up basketball.
The medium-tempo style of the varsity
basketball team is not very popular in the
pick-up game, which is typified by a lot of
fast breaks, long jump shots, and very little
defense.
"Late in the game is when the defense
shows up,"Fleming said. "Some play more
defense. When you have two evenly matched
teams, you have more. Usually there's a lot
of hacking and pushing.''
With the opening of the Convocation
Center last fall, pick-up basketball in Godwin has moved from a night sport to an
'afternoon pastime. And as the January intramural season gets closer, the gym gets
more crowded.

The ultimate experience
Frisbee fanatics convert campus quad into home field
By Steve Jeavons
It's the Ultimate sport, according to those
who play regularly, because only the players
are involved. There are no referees to interfere with the continuous flow of the
game.
Ultimate frisbee has become popular at
JMU and throughout the nation.
\
The Ultimate Heads, a club team, was
\created to meet a growing interest in the
,_^port at JMU.
Ultimate frisbee is aptly named, according
to Heads president Scott Cockerham. Since
there are no referees, and the offense always
makes the call, "there's sort of an honor
code."
Each team has seven players. One team
throws off to begin play. Since it is illegal to
run with the disc, the receiving team must
advance the frisbee through the air.
When the frisbee touches the ground or is

intercepted, the other team gains possession.
A touchdown is scored when the frisbee is
caught in the end zone.
Ultimate frisbee is played each fall and
spring, with a series of regular tournaments.
Post-season tournaments are played on sectional, regional and national levels.
"We've always made sectionals,"
Cockerham said of the four-year-old team,
"and two years ago we made regionals.
We'll hang with any team. We play with our
hearts and guts."
The "ultimate sport" is played on the
quad between. Ashby and Spots wood halls.
The sidewalks are used for side and goal
lines. People interested in playing can join
the team practices on weekday afternoons
when weather permits. "We're always looking for players," Cockerham said.
The Ultimate Heads play only ultimate
frisbee. "Other frisbee sports are individual
and this is a team," Cockerham said.

Pat Alexander hits Jumper In Godwin Hall.
Regulars on the court learn each other's moves.

Disc golf is another frisbee sport growing
in popularity.
Disc golf courses here are located on the
quad and at Howard Johnson's. Trees, lamp
posts and other landmarks are used targets.
On a formal course players tee off from a
concrete slab. They must get the frisbee into
a basket 180 to 400 feet away in as few shots
as possible. Special frisbees, which are small
and heavy, increase throwing distance.
Other individual frisbee events include
guts, freestyle, and maximum time aloft.
In guts, opponents stand a designated
distance apart and take turns throwing the
frisbee at each other. The disc must be
thrown into a certain strike zone in order to
be good. If the throw is good, the other
player must catch it or have a point awarded
against him.
Freestyle is a frisbee routine. The more
difficult and better executed a routine is, the
higher it will score.
In maximum time aloft, a contestant
throws his frisbee into the wind. The object
is to keep it aloft as long as possible and
catch the frisbee. The world record is 15 1
seconds.
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Letting the good times roll
Basketball players win big in overcoming physical handicaps
By Linda Manelski
After playing basketball for 20 minutes
one Thursday night, I had just two points.
Because of our opponent's fast break and
zone defense, my team was losing 16-8.1 was
frustrated with my play and my hands were
blistered.
But I could walk away from the game. The
other players couldn't.
We were playing in wheelchairs.
The handicapped players, ages 16 and
older, are residents of the Woodrow Wilson
Rehabilitation Center in Fishersville, where
the games are played every Tuesday and
Thursday. They attend the school to learn
different trades.
Russ Laub, surpervisor of game sports
and athletics at the center, officiates the
games and introduces skills and fundmentals
when needed.
"I teach them like I would any other person, starting with the basics,"Laub
said. "Folks who don't know how to play sit
on the sideline and watch for a while."

Concentration la kay tor Virgil Trlbby.
Low-back chairs improve maneuverability.

The games are played under the rules of
the National Wheelchair Basketball Association and are modified versions of NCAA
rules.
Because participants' handicaps vary, the
wheelchair association has devised a system
so each team can have a balance of competitors. This results in the more severely
handicapped being given a chance to play.
Players are assigned points based on
degree of handicap. Each team is allowed
five players on the court that total no more
than 12 points.
Class I players (one point) are severely incapacitated. Paraplegics are in class II (two
points) and amputees and players not totally
dependent on wheel chairs are in class III
(three points). A team is allowed no more
than three cjass III players together at the
same time.
Bobby Culp, a mechanical draftsman student, is a class I player. Culp broke his third
and fourth vertebrae by falling out of a tree
when he was 15 years old. He's now 23 and
has been at the center for almost a year.
Although basketball was the first of the
wheelchair sports, Culp first got involved in
wheelchair racing. He still is a marathon
racer in addition to playing basketball.
Culp started playing basketball in 1977. "I
couldn't hit the backboard at first," he said.
Now on his good days he can hit five of 10
free throws.
"It's basically the same as regular basketball," Culp said, "but you're sitting down.
We run the same defenses, offenses and
plays. Our favorite play is the pick and roll,
because we really do roll."
It's not quite that basic, according to
Charlie Craig, a 24-year-old class II player
who remembers his first dribbling experience. "It's not something you can do
spur of the moment," Craig said. "It took
me a month to learn how to dribble and roll
at the same time."
To dribble a player can move his chair by
two pushes on the wheels, followed by one
or more bounces of the ball. Then he can
start pushing again, or he can wheel his chair
and bounce the ball simultaneously. Taking
more than two pushes in succession constitutes a traveling violation.
Another aspect of the game is learning to
fall.
"Falling out of a chair is an everyday occurrence," Craig said. "When I was first
learning my coach would dump me out of
the chair to teach me how to fall. I know
now when I fall in the game everybody will
stand up and stop moving for a minute
wondering if I'm all right or if they should
come over and help."
When someone falls from a chair, the
referee calls time and the ball is given out of
bounds to the offensive team unless the fall
was intentional. Then that team loses possession.
Special chairs have been designed for
wheelchair basketball to help the players.
Some include a low back for mobility, no
arm guards, small casters for quick stops
and turns, and spoke guards to protect the
hands. Although the special chairs are not

Dave Pllon alms at regulation 10-foot basket
NCAA rules are modified for wheelchair play.
required, they are considered part of the
player in the rules of contact and can be
beneficial.
Intentional chair contact by a player to affect the progress or position of another
player is a form of charging. Contact caused
by the momentum of a chair by a player who
has made no visible effort to stop while moving for a goal also is a charge. As in regular
basketball, these violations result in personal
fouls.
Craig is about 5 feet 2 inches and plays
guard, but height isn't important in positioning. "Where you play is determined by how
quickly you can get there, by capability and
skill," Craig said.

'Our favorite play is the
pick and roll because
we really do roll.'
Angelo Bayron Degree, a class III player,
is taller than Craig and plays guard. Sitting
in his Jordache sweat suit, he said, "I may as
well look good. I can't shoot worth a lick,
but I can move the ball well."
The participants play their intrasquad
games twice a week, year round. Laub is trying to arrange games with teams in Charlottesville, Virginia Beach and Richmond for
early next year.
Culp and Craig plan to play in leagues
when they finish school. Before coming to
the center, Culp played on the Washington,
D.C., UFOs. Craig's hometown team is the
Richmond Rim Riders. Harrisonburg
doesn't have a wheelchair league, but many
cities have made them part of their recreation programs.
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A frightening experience in the cockpit
By David Steinbeck

buretor and the instrument panel. Now it's
time to go.
We taxi slowly to runway 06 where we are
cleared for takeoff. I'm more nervous now
than earlier, but I'm ready to fly. Tom starts
the plane down the runway, gradually increasing speed to 60 mph.
Our lift-off is rocked by a stiff wind blowing from the south at 25 knots, but after we
clear the first ridgo, the ride becomes

The day is cold and overcast. Gray
clouds hang low to the ground. The threat of
rain increases my nervousness as I await my
first flying lesson.
To add to my pre-flight jitters, the lesson
has been delayed 30 minutes. It will begin in
45 minutes.
The airport at New Market is
a cozy little place. Models of
jets and biplanes hang from the
waiting room ceiling. The walls
are papered with flight maps
and certificates of excellence. A
window overlooks part of the
runway, serving as a reminder
of my approaching lesson.
My fight instructor is Tom
Parsons, a senior management
major at JMU with five years of
flying experience.
The lessons range from 30 to
45 minutes. Tom will control
the plane during lift-off and
spend the first 10 minutes of the
flight to southern Rockingham
County explaining the functions
of the plane's equipment.
Eventually, I will have my
chance at the controls.
JMU from 2,000 feet
Tom leads me through the
mini-hangar to the plane, a gold
Steinbeck got this shot of campus during his lesson.
and white Cessna 150. It isn't as
big as I had hoped. From end to end, it's less
smoother. Our ascent peaks at 2,000 feet
than 24 feet. Until Tom opens the door, I
above sea level.
doubt that two people can fit into the
As Tom explains the various functions of
cockpit.
the plane, my attention is diverted by the
Tom takes me through a careful check of
delightful sight of a widening horizon. But
the aircraft. The fuel is light blue, and
delight turns back to fear when Tom says it's
therefore the proper octane. The flaps move
my turn to fly the plane.
in sequence. The rudder is in good shape.
He releases his controls and the plane is
Tom climbs into the plane.
mine.
The cockpit is narrower and has less head
It's an inspiring feeling to soar high above
room than a compact car, but there's plenty
the earth, with a sense of unrestricted
of room to stretch my legs. Inside the plane
freedom.
Tom checks the temperature of the carJust when I begin to feel I'm in complete

V,
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Yo Nagaya
control of the flight, a strong gust of wind
shakes the plane, and with it my confidence.
I realize that if I want to survive this ordeal,
I'm going to have to concentrate on
everything Tom has told me.
Tom takes control again to show me how
to make a 30 degree bank turn. I can picture
the plane's wing dipping toward the ground
and me in the cockpit holding tightly to
avoid falling out.
Tom's explanation of how
centrifugal forces work to keep
me safely inside the plane calms
me somewhat, but I hold on
anyhow. A 30 degree turn may
not look like much from the
ground, but it's a frightening
experience inside the plane.
It's more frightening when I
am the pilot. I'm not only worried about turning more than 30
degrees, but I'm trying to concentrate on keeping the nose of
the plane from dropping.
For 20 minutes we circle the
Shenandoah Valley. We fly east
to see the green slopes of
Massanutten and then south
over the, red roofs of JMU. I
never realized how beautiful the
campus was until I saw it from
the air.
It's time to head back to New
Market. I've lost my bearings,
but Tom points me back. The
airport landmarks are easy to
spot. My guides are two small ridges shaped
like a V. To the east is New Market Gap and
to the west Brock's Gap. The airport rests in
between the two.
Tom brings the plane down, and despite a
no.se that sounds like the engine is failing,
tne landing is much smoother than I had anticipated. I steer the plane back to the
hangar, sorry the flight is over but relieved
to feel the sturdy earth beneath my shaky
knees.
'

%
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onto the floor.
Jan Whitlow, a JMU graduate and community
coordinator for the Train-a-Champ program, says,
►- (Continued from page 8)
"Athletes really benefit a lot from the one-on-one
friendships they make with the volunteers. It also
When he returns, Suzanne sets the watch and
makes them feel really good about themselves."
signals him to begin.
As for the volunteefs, "You start appreciating
"Get your knees up, " she says as Richard runs
what you have and what you can do," she says.
in place. "I want you to kiss your knees!" Richard
Train-a-Champ is primarily manned by JMU
smiles and lifts his knees up even higher. Suzanne
volunteers. The program was piloted into the
eyes the watch. "You did it for 30 seconds last
school systems in conjunction with JMU
time. Let's go for 40."
volunteers in 1977 to prepare youths from 5 to 21
Finally, the time is up and Suzanne calls out,
years of age for the Area 4 spring games. It is one
"Whoa, good job!" Richard takes a breather
of only two programs'like it in Virginia.
before they move on to jumping jacks. "He's doThe state is divided into 19 areas. Harrisonburg,
By Charles Taylor
ing fantastic!" she says.
Rockingham County, Shenandoah County and
features editor
The progress since they began shows the effects
Page County make up Area 4. Special Olympic
"I counted one out of every three people today
of a carefully designed program.
events are offered from September through June. wearing a Sony or some kind of
Train-a-Champ's first semester concentrates on
Athletes compete at the state level three times a Walkman/headset," began my note from Breeze
exercising and conditionmg. They begin training
year. In January, a skiing competition is held.
Editor Ian Katz. "Is this a phenomenon that
for track and field events second semester, which
The Virginia Special Olympics Winter Sports would be appropriate for a column? I think
include the 50-meter dash, the mile run, softball
Competition, held every four years in March, has Walkmans are genetic, like people are born with
throw, Frisbee throw, standing broad jump,
athletes compete in such events as basketball, them on."
It seemed a sound idea to me. Since I had never
before worn two tiny sponges around my head, I
figured a column would be the perfect way to acquaint myself with the obsession.
Borrowing a Sony set from a friend, I vowed to
wear the thing around campus for one week —
walking to class, in The Breeze office and studying
in the library. 1 wasn't quite brave enough to try it
during class lectures.
On campus, I was at first so embarrassed that 1
wore the headset around my neck. That was a
25-meter wheelchair race, 400-meter relay,
volleyball and bowling. Last year, this competition cheap way out, so I played by the rules and let it
200-meter dash, 400-meter dash and high jump.
was held at JMU. Selected athletes then went to the embrace my head as intended.
My first conclusion: The machine's motives
Suzanne hopes to train Richard for as many
International Special Olympics Games in Baton
events as possible. He definitely wants to run. The
Rouge, La. where athletes from other states and were effortlessly successful — a complete annihilation of the world around me. Theoretically, it
first thing he asks when she arrives for their trainover 40 countries compete.
ing sessions is, "Can we run?"
Richard and Suzanne are aiming for the 1984 could be reckoned that the Walkman is prohibiting
social interaction. After all, an earful of David
Still, the pair must first concentrate on the exersummer games. Richard would compete against
Bowie is bound to be more persuasive than the
cises they've been working on. After the jumping
athletes from the other 18 areas in Virginia if he
muffled squeals of those about. And that annoyed
jacks, Richard progresses to the crab balance,
qualifies after competing in Area 4 Spring Games
me; I was paranoid, wondering if people were callwhere he lies on his back, raises himself up with his
in April.
ing — yelling — to me while I was lost in
hands and feet, then balances on one hand and one
"I can see progress being made every day," says
rock'n'roll anonymity. Thus, my first trial ended
foot.
Suzanne. "And that's just a real good feeling."
in discord.
"Don't laugh or you're going to fall," says
The clock on the wall indicates the hour is up
Working in the office started on a better note.
Suzanne. "You hold them up there."
and it's time for Suzanne to leave. Richard has
As Sheena Easton and I enjoyed a luxurious oneworked hard today. As they leave the school gym,
"One minute," says Richard.
to-one encounter, there was no one commanding,
"You can do it. You're doing a good job."
she puts an arm around his shoulders and hugs
complaining, advising or picking as I worked on
Richard succeeds and then lets himself collapse
him. "Good job, buddy!"
page layout. Or so it seemed.
Actually, folks were commanding, complaining,
advising and picking as always. Only louder and
with less patience. The private world of the
Walkman is irritating for those not sharing the
bright dots of foam. Alas, two strikes against the
phenomenon.
The third phase was a surprising pleasure. In the
library, mindless chatter from those around me
was enveloped by the raunchy spirit of .38 Special.
1 felt deviant listening to boisterous southern rock
in a place sacredly known for its solitude. The
Walkman was a grand companion.
Incidently, I got no work done. But I sure did
enjoy .38 Special.
With my trials complete, it was time to assess the
value of the Walkman. In two of three circumstances, I felt awkward wearing the headset in
public. During the third, the Walkman became the
diversion I was trying to avoid by having it there.
But despite my embarrassment and distraction, I
still enjoyed the companionship of Mr. Bowie, Ms.
Easton and the boys. Perhaps I did miss folks yelping at me from 75 yards away, but maybe I would.
have been deep in thought anyway. I must view
both sides of this.
Availability and variety make it all the more
tempting. The actual tape machines range from the
$220 AM/FM/recording Sony cassette stereo (with
enough gadgetry to overwhelm an airplane pilot)
to the $39 Sanyo that does nothing but plays and
fast-forwards tapes.
After I returned the Sony to my friend, I missed
it. On Christmas morning, I hope to have one
waiting for me. It turns out the Walkman is a very
enjoyable personal experience. And that
Semetlmes just a w*d, semetlmes just a t«*ich, will make all the difference to a physically
Photo
Yo
phenomenon can be music to anyone's ears.
T mentally challenged child.
,
<
*
Nagaya)

Champ

A Closer
Look:

"Walkmans"

"As for the volunteers, you start appreciating what you have and what
you can do."
Jan Whitlow

-r>

By John Castaldl
assistant sports editor

ECAC South
television
falls through

Before the Neilsen families ever got a chance to
cast their votes, the Dart Sports Network's
16-game ECAC South basketball television
package has been scrapped.
The decision to cancel the programming was
made Thursday after solid advertising support failed to materialize.
The package would have televised each ECAC
South team at least once. Eight JMU games would
have been televised along with six University of
Richmond games, five William and Mary games
and non-ECAC South games featuring Old Dominion University, Virginia Commonwealth University, Virginia Military Institute and Virginia Tech.
Tom Dulaney, who along with Pat Talent
organized the package, said part of the problem
with getting commitments from advertisers stemmed from the saturation of sports on television today.

"There's so much sports on TV, advertisers say,
'Let's wait to the last minute' hoping the price (for
advertising time) will go down," Dulaney said.
He said some advertisers he thought he had
received solid commitments from recently pulled
out of the program.
"We could have let it drag on with hopes that
someone would come through in the last minute,"
he said.
However, had no sponsors stepped forward for
the first telecast on Jan. 7, Dart would have suffered financial losses.
Dulaney said if every minute of commercial air
time had been filled, the package could have grossed $500,000.
"We put a lot of effort into trying to provide the
conference with something it had never had
before," Dulaney said. "I feel very close to James
Madison and the ECAC South. No one's more
disappointed than me."
JMU's televised games scheduled to start at 9
p.m. will be moved back to 7:30 p.m.
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Sports

Dukes miss shot(s) at UVa A
Poor shooting
prevents upset

Kingland gets
hot hand
By Daniel Flnnegan

By Steve Lockard

managing editor

'iL

sports editor

George Kingland can shoot. He
proved that Saturday night.
If he can score consistently in the
manner he did in JMU's 53-50 loss
to UVa Saturday, he could ease
some of the Dukes' offensive problems.
Kingland, a 6-foot-6 freshman
guard, came off the bench to score
13 points in 18 minutes' work
against UVa. He made five of six
shots from the field and three of
four from the foul line. Two of his
field goals were long jumpers, the
other three came on strong drives
through the lane.
But the impressive part of his performance was not just that he led the
team with 13 points. The impressive
part was that he scored the important points for JMU.
Eleven of his points came in the
second half as the cold-shooting
Dukes — 35 percent form the floor
in the -second half — struggled to
keep up with UVa. And seven of his
points came in the last two minutes
as JMU made one last charge at the
Cavaliers.
"He's a heckuva shooter," said
Virginia guard Rick Carlisle. "He
made some key baskets for them."
It was all for naught as UVa held
on for a 53-50 win, but the loss may
have provided the Dukes' with
something they've been looking for
since Linton Townes graduated two
years ago — a player who can score
both inside and outside when the
game is on the line.
That was the type of ability
See KINGLAND, page 11 ►

JMU's Greg Mosten had 10 points and seven rebounds in the Dukes'
53-50 loss to UVa. (Photo by Greg Fletcher)

CHARLOTTESVILLE - It was
there for the taking.
The University of Virginia basketball team played right into the hands
of JMU Saturday night, but poor
shooting kept the Dukes from an
upset in their 53-50 loss.
From the opening tip, the Dukes
(2-2) used a patient offense and their
usual tough defense to set the game's
tempo and stay within striking
distance of the Cavaliers (4-0). But
due to a 12-for-21 free-throw
shooting performance and 40 percent accuracy from the field, JMU's
attack never materialized.
"We did everything we wanted to
do except win the game," JMU
coach Lou Campanelli said. "I
thought we outplayed them in every
aspect of the game of basketball. We
hit a few free throws and we win."
Although JMU never led, the
Dukes stayed close throughout the
contest. But the poor shooting from
the line kept them from taking the
lead. JMU hit just two of its seven
first-half foul shots and trailed 26-22
at intermission.
The Dukes got the first two
baskets of the second half to tie the
game at 26-26, but missed two opportunities to take the lead. UVa
then ran off six straight points to go
up 32-26.
The Cavaliers, getting balanced
scoring from Ricky Stokes, Rick
Carlisle and Tim Merrifield, built
their biggest lead, 44-35, with 2:22
left.
George Kingland and Derek Steele

See DUKES, page II■>
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sportsfile
JMU88

Women Dukes
lose twice
JMU's women's basketball team
lost twice this weekend in the George
Washington University Tournament.
The Dukes (2-2) lost 66-65 to
Howard University Friday and 60-57
in overtime to George Mason
University Saturday.
Angie Roney's basket with 46
seconds left gave Howard the win.
JMU68
Plsyer
Qllllgan ...
Wltman
Franken ...
James
Manelskl ..
Mahony ...
Jackson ...
TOTALS

mln
3024
36
36
36
2S
13
200

Howard 66
Player
Dyers
Smith
Graham ...
Duncan
Matthews..
Williams...
Roney
■
Sawyer
TOTALS

•g
mi

0-2
1-5
5-12
7-14
6-11
4-11
3-5
26-60

H
m-«
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3-4
24
2-5
44
2-4
0-1
13-24
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«

m-a
2-7
4-7
2-10
9-23
4-10
1-3
7-14
04
200 20-75

m-a
1-3
0-1
54
04
0-1
OO
25
0-0
8-20

mln

r
0
5
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11
4
7
2
43

r
0
4
2

a

14
1
3
0
52

•
4
1
0
0
2
0

9

2

■
1
3
1
0
0
0
0
0
5

pi
3
3
3
4
3
1
4
21

Ip
0 .
5
12
16
16
10
6
65

P«
5
3
1
4
3
1
3
0
21

<P
5
8
9
18
8
2
16
0
66

(Minutes played lor Howard players was unavailable.)

Kingland
•"(Continued from page 10)

Kingland showed Saturday. If the
performance against UVa is indicative of his true ability, the Dukes
seem to have found a scorer.
On the other hand, this was only
one game and it must be pointed out
that Kingland made only two of nineshots while playing in two of /the
Dukes first three games (he trussed
the other game for disciplinary
reasons). Only time will tell.
No matter, Coach Lou Campanelli was impressed by his performance against the Cavaliers.
When asked after the game if he
thought any of his players had begun
to assert themselves offensively, he
answered, "Well, Kingland certainly
did."
______

George Kingland

Player
James
Witman
Franken ...
Gllllgan ...
Manelskl ..
Mahony ...
Jackson ...
Flynn
Deren
TOTALS

ft
>9
mln
m-a
m-a
41
3-14
0-0
18
3-4
1-2
32
5-9
3-3
31
0-3
04
40
2-13
7-8
21
8-7
04
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0-8
04
13
04
2-2
10
3-5
04
225 22-67 13-15

•

r
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4
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2
8
1
5
1
2
3
5 .1
3
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1
1
2
3
5 0 0
2 2
0
51 13 20

tP
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7
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0
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0
2
6
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2
2
0
2
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0
1
4
0
3
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
6 13
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George Mason 60
Player
Doughs
Amldon....
Martin
Kee
Adams —
Braxton ...
Ragland.
1
Pugh
TOTALS
1

ft
ig
m-a
m-a
4-11
0-1
•1-4
2-4
9-18
34
6-11
3-6
1-5
0-0
0-7
04
0-1
04
2-5
0-1
2-4
2-2
225 25-61 10-18
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r
9
4
12
6
4
2
3
0
0
42

a

4
21
15
2
0
0
4
6
80

(Minnies played lor George Mason players were
unavai'eble.}

Men's swimming
JMU successfully defended its title
by winning the 16th annual Virginia
Intercollegiate Men's Swimming and
Diving Championships here this
weekend.
„ The Dukes finished with 603.5
points ahead of William and Mary
(430), Washington and Lee (396.5)
and Virginia Military Institute (240).
Campanelli wasn't the only one
impressed. "He surpised us," said
UVa graduate assistant Jeff Jones,
the Cavaliers point guard two years
ago. "He's got a really nice shot."
Maybe smooth would be a better
word to describe Kingland's shot. "I
always think I can score the ball,"
Kingland said. "He (Campanelli)
always tells me to take the shot when
it's there."
His scoring ability has pushed him
into the Dukes' top eight. After being recruited as a small forward,
Kingland has been moved to gaurd,
where he backs up freshman Boo
Boo Brent as the two, or shooting
guard.
"I always wanted to be a two
guard," Kingland said. He expalined
that in high school he played forward because of his height but that
his coach prepared him for the move
to guard by allowing him to handle
the ball.
Despite the jump to college
basketball and the switch to a new
position, Kingland remains confident. "I think I can play. I came
here to play and I'm accepting the
role I've been given."
By the end of Saturday's game,
Campanelli's confidence in Kingland
had skyrocketed. Trailing 52-48 with
eight seconds remaining in the game
and in desperate need of a basket,
Campanelli called on Kingland.
"He was four-for-five at that
point," Campanelli said. "You have
to go with your hot players."
Kingland did not disappoint his
coach. He took the inbounds pass in
the left corner, drove through the
UVa defense and made a layup to
cut the lead to two points.

JMU's Ken Browne won the 200-,
500- and 1,650-yard freestyle events
and shared the meet's Outstanding
Competitor award with William and
Mary's Carl Browne.
In all, the Dukes won 10 of the 18
events, including all three relays.

Women's
swimming
JMU fell to 1-2 on the year with a
90-51 loss to Virginia Tech Friday.
JMU's next meet is at the University of Tampa on Tuesday.

Women's
gymnastics
West Virginia University defeated
JMU 167.60 to 161.0 Saturday.
Two JMU gymnasts took second
place finishes. Freshman Tracy Hash
scored a 9.0 to take second place in
the vault. Senior Stephanie Mann
scored 8.7 for a second in the
balanced-beam event.
Mann finished fourth overall with
a score of 33.25.
JMU's next meet will be here Dec.
9 at 7 p.m. when the Dukes take on
Radford University and Towson
State University.

Dukes
»» (Continued from page 10)

led a final JMU surge which brought
the Dukes to within four, 50-46, with
39 seconds left. But Carlisle's two
free throws six seconds later gave the
Cavaliers a six-point margin and
secured their seventh straight victory
over JMU.
"I was thrilled with the way we
played," Campanelli said. "Last
week I felt we took a little step forward. Tonight we took a giant
step."
The biggest step of all was made
by Kingland. The 6-foot-6 freshman
came off the bench to lead the Dukes
with 13 points in 18 minutes. After
scoring just four points in JMU's
first three games, Kingland broke
loose against UVa, hitting five of his
six field goal attempts and three of
four free throws.
"In the first three games my shots
weren't falling," said Kingland, who
was two for nine from the floor going into Saturday. "Tonight I got into the flow and played naturally."
Kingland spent his playing time in
the JMU backcourt with freshman
Boo Brent (six points) and Steele.
Steele suffered through a threefor-10 shooting performance. The
senior captain was zero for two from
the foul line, had four of JMU's 12
turnovers, and finished with six
points in 29 minutes of action.
"Personally I was upset at the way
I shot," Steele said. "1 gave all I
had, but it just didn't work out.
But Steele was not totally unhappy"Tonight we found our team," he

JMU's Tom Brouillette takes a
plunge in this weekend's state
championships. (Photo by Ming
Leong)
said. "We found our strengths and
eliminated our weaknesses. As a
team, I'm very proud."
A major cause for JMU's pride
was the performance of Greg
Mosten and Eric Esch.
Mosten and Esch combined for 19
points (10 and nine respectively) and
anchored a JMU rebounding effort
which saw the Dukes win the battle
of the boards 33-25.
In addition to their inside play,
both players helped the Dukes in
other areas. Esch, making his second
straight start at center, was four of
six from the floor, including a threefor-three first-half shooting performance.
Mosten, who had a game-high
seven rebounds, added a new twist to
the JMU attack as he became, in ,
essence, the JMU point guard.
The 6-foot-7 forward took over
most of the Dukes' ball handling
responsibilities and thus nuetralized
the speed of the UVa guards.
-»'
JMU 68
Player
Maelofl....
Moaten ..„Each
Steele
Brent
Kingland ..
Jackson
Bradley.
.
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TOTALS
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University of Virginia 53
Player
Mullen
Sheehey ...
Miller
Carlisle
Stokes
Polynlce...
Wilson
Merrlfield .
Johnson...
Solomon...
Lamblotte .
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by Berke Breathed

Bloom County

J.

classifieds
For Sale
II ProtaMkNMl Guitar for sale.
Stratocuter model. Brand new — never
used. $120 firm. Call Todd 4344031.
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•U Boots, men's Caber Bio-System high
performance. 9-1/2. New — never used.
434-2704.
Sklle, Kastle RX Performance Team, 185
cm., excellent condition, used one
season. No bindings. 434-2704.

For Rant
Harris Gardens Apartments — Start $245
Including utilities, city bus to JMU. Call
Bob 434-0500.
Single Bedroom Apartment nesr JMU on
Dutch Mill Court. 434-2100.
Three Bedroom, two story townhouse
nesr JMU. no lease. 434-2100.
Sublease for Spring — 2 bedroom
townhouse near Presidential, very nice,
bus stops nsar front door, $295/month.
Contact Tim 434-5987.

Onm. THE/z"sgeeNf\farncH.
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Room for Boy or Girl that wishes the
prlvscy of their own room but still desires
the luxuries of home life. 8 blocks from
JMU. Residential neighborhood, furnished. $125/month. Available Immediately.
No meals. 433-1584.
Share nice house, $125/month
utilities, very nice. 433-2247.

plus

Wantad
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Roommsts to share 3 bedroom apartment, own bedroom, share kitchen and
living room. $140. Includes sll utilities.
Call Cathy at 434 1508, 765 E. Market.

R6AL GWyJAPE
WUNCHeK3.

Pl£A561EarV16

8B oof mis

wat. r
AtfANiprr
IS FAK£.
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Female to share apartment. 2 blocks
from csmpus. Rsnt $110. Csll Karen
434-8755.
Female Roommate Neededl Mile from
campus Three story house, backyard.
434-2019.
Apartment mate<s) wanted: Own room In
2 bedroom townhouse near Presidential,
very nice, bus stops near front door,
$150/month. Contact Tim, P.O. 1142,
phone 434-5987.
Housemate — $150/month, furnished
room, Includes all utilities, 1 block from
campus. Seeking quiet student with
D-Hall contrsct. 434-3640.
Roommate Wantad — Spring semester.
Squire hill, $115. Call Janice 4330571.
Female Roommate to share New
Foresthlll townhouse, 1/4 mile from csmpus, completely furnished with HBO,
washer/dryer, sir conditioning and
fireplace. $140/month plus electric for
single room. Call Nancy 433-2749.

Halp Wantad
Oversees Jobs — Summer/year round.
Europe, S.Amer., Australia, Asia. All
fields. $500-$1200 monthly. Sightseeing.
Free Info. Write IJC, Box 52-VA4 Gorone
Del Mar, CA 92625.
Travel FMd Opportunity. Qaln valuable
marketing experience while earning
money. Campus representative needed
Immediately for spring break trip to
Florida. Contact Bill Ryan (312) 858-4888
collect.
Representative wanted for major collegiate travel company Commission
travel benefits. Phone necessary. Send
application to: Ms. Lee, 26 Court Street,
Suite 2312, Bklyn, NY 11242.

Services
Confidential Abortion Service* — All Inquiries and services confidential. Conve
nlent location near 1-81. For Information
ppolntment call Collect (301)
733-2400.
Professional typing - IBM Selectrlc.
4334685 before 7:00 p.m..

Experienced
433-0571.

typist. $.90/pags.

Elaine

Typing Service — 20 years experience.
$1.00/psge. Mrs. Price, 879-9935.
Professional typing, Pica or Elite. Call
Donna Bodkin, 879-9294.
MADCAPS SINGING TELEGRAM SERVICE. Something special for all occasions. 433-1599.

Lost

Will you be one of ths 200,000 — 300,000
college graduates who won't get the
career Job for which you've been studying? Enhance your resume! If you're
management or business oriented, have
a strong self Image, and desire a large Income + bonus cars + world trips, loin
this NYSE-llsted company. We will train
you to start psrttlms on csmpus. You csn
make It happen! Call or write, now to
Scott Wslker, Box 5172, McLean VA
22103, (703)442-8484.

Personals

Spotswood 30, 31, 32, 34 - You make a
III sister feel wanted — hope you contlnue saying "Don't leave yet!" E.B.
Amy Lynette — Thanks for a terrific year I
Want to try for another? Can't wait for
Chrlstmss. Love You, David.

Bill J. You looked great on Monday. I fell
In love. By the way, how Is the knee. A.

Huffman Honeys - Sorry for all we've
done! We II stop! Hops we can still be
good friends. Love, White Studs

2 rings — (1) pearl In yellow gold setting;
(2) '84 class ring — BS — with name on
Inside band. REWARD! Call 433-0576.

Cscl and Ksren — Bunches and bunches o' fun. When will It end? 625.
Where? MANNEQUINS! When? Ths
Other PIscs! Who? Dec. 8 — MANNEQUINS.
Dear Clay - Happy 22nd, belatedly.
Hope It was the best ever. Tell Teddy HI.
Love Always, Your Turner Ashby Fan.
TO THE JMU FACULTY AND STAFF. The
D. Harold Movers family would like to express our most sincere thanks and appreciation to all of our friends for their
kindness during the recent loss of our
loved one. We would like to extend a
special thank you to all the members of
the JMU community for their prayers,
beautiful cards and flowera, food,
telephone calls, visits with ua at the
funeral and memorial gifts. Your
thoughtfulness will always be
remembered. Mrs. Christina M. Movers

Graduating seniors
.. and others leaving JMU ...
Don't leave behind your memories

SUBSCRIBE
Call 6596 and have The Breeze sent to your home.
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personals
THE MANNEQUINS! No dancing. The
Other Place, Dae. 8! O.K., a little dancing.
MANNEQUINS
J.M.'s Man — Oscar and Smoke appreciate your cooperation In providing us
the food that keeps us growing. Thank
you. O&S.
Will you be one of the 200,000 — 300,000
college graduates who will not get a job
In their field? I am. Scarwrlst.

Need Mary Kay? Products available. Call
Leslie X4124.
Birthday Smurf — Have a wonderful dayl
I love you I Cutle.
Juat a Reminder, It's Dr.
Spnesser's Birthday, agalnl

Diane

Rick — Happy 21 stI Finally old enough
for absolutely anything! You're certainly
not getting older; juat better! I love you I
Anne.

"Q" — I can't wait to walk barefoot on
the beach in Puerto Escondldo. After all,
Isn't that what being friends Is all about?
Love. Lisa.
FREE TO GOOD HOMEI Two land hermit
crabs. Easy to care for. Cute Christmas
preaent for animal lover. Leslie 433-3365.
Students -f the world — Do we have to
take exams? Well, I guess that's a good
enough reason. But don't expect too
much. Scar.

Congratulations to our new Sigma PI
Brothers: Rich Lewis, Steve Smith, Scott
Noe, Kenny Taylor, Ruaty Harris, Doug
Chestnut, and George Rlggslll We love
y'alllll Your Little Sisters.
Scott Noe — Thanks so much for
Spanky's! You're a Terrific Little Brother
and will make an even better Sigma PI.
Love end Best wishes from Your Big
Sister, Kathy.
;
REDSKINS AGAIN! Dallas dies next.

announcements
Aimounoamants In Tht Imu are provided free a* a
service to raadars. Events requiring an exchange ol
money will not be pubilehed In the announcements
section. Entertainment notices may be aant to the Inside Arts and People section.
Oisdllnsi tor announcemente are noon Friday lor
Monday's issue and noon Tueaday lor Thursdays
issue Mailing address la The Breeze, communication
aria department, James Madison University, Harrison
burg VA 22807. The Breeze office la In the basement ot
Anthony-Seeger Hell at Grace and South Main streets
Form for announcements la WHO la doing WHAT,
WHEN and WHERE. Items will be edited for brevity.
Name and telephone number should be Included.

Events
BlOOd preesure CllnlC — will be held Dee. 5
from 11:30 am. to 12 30 p.m. In the Campua Center
(■cross from the Information deck) to check students'
blood pressures
Wesley Foundation — Dec. 5: Celled to Care
program — singing at Liberty House Nursing Home
from 7 pjn. to 0 p.m. For more Information, call
434-3400. Dec. 7:8 am. to 8:30 am., morning worahlp,
room A, WCC; 6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m., fellowship —
Christmas events Dec. 8: 8 p.m. to 7:30 p.m., New Life
Singers practice, Duke 200. Dec. 9: Called to Care,
caroling at Elkton Manor.
Ceramic* sale — featuring worts by JMU
atudenta will be held Dec. 5 and 8 from 0 s m to 4 p.m.
In tht lobby of Duke Fine Arta Center.
Catholic Mesa — la held every Saturday at 5
p.m. In room D, WCC, and Sunday at 10:30 a.m. and
noon In the ballroom
Baptist Student Union — Dec. 7: New Pealm
Slngara carolling. Dec. 8: Holy Communion at 5:30 In
B8U.
Anyony Interested In eummer missions should contact the BSU at 434-6822.
Midwinter Retreat will be held Jan. 13 through 15.
Charlie Benton will be the speaker

Dance (Mm series — presents "Making Dances"
Dec. 7 at 7 p.m. In Godwin 344.

Lutheran Student Movement — meeta every
Tueaday at 8:30 p.m. In room D, WCC for worahlp.

Special Olympics basketball — beglna Dae.
6 from 5:30 p.m. to 7 p.m. at the Harrlaonburg Recreation Center. Volunteers ere needed. Anyone interested
should contact Jennifer Train, X5350.

Black Student Alliance — meet* the first and
third Mondays of each month.

Christmas tree lighting ceremony — win
be Dec. 8 at 8:30 p.m. In Warren Campua Center. Or.
Carrier will give a brief Chrlatmaa message The JMU
Chorale will perform and Santa Cisus will be there.
SGA Bookaale — will begin Jan. 0 on the WCC
mezzanine. Books may be dropped off Jan. 0 through
Jan. 11; booka will be sold Jan. 12 snd 13;*hecks end
books may be picked up Jan. 17 and 18. Dally houra are
from 10 am. to 9 p.m
Auditions — for American Christian Theater's production of "The Diary ol Anne Frank" will be Dec. 8 and
0 In Anthony-Seeger room 12. The play, to be per formed Feb. It through 10, haa 5 male and 5 female roles.
For more Information, call 433-5520.

Meetings

Campua Crusade for Christ — meete every
Thursday at 730 p.m. In Wilson 300 tor Teaching and
Training.
Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship —
meets every Sunday at 7 p.m. In the WCC ballroom
Inter Varsity prayer meetings ar* held Monday
through Friday from 4:30 p.m. to 5 p.m. In Jackson 108.

Christian Science Organization — meeta
every other Sunday at 7 p.m. In the religious center.

Medical and Allied Health Society - win
meet Dec. 7 at 6:30 p.m. In Burruaa 114. Me. Cookie Pittmen will apeak on domestic violence.
Phi Epsilon Kappa — will meek Dec 8 at 7 p.m.
In the Purple end Gold Room, Godwin Hell.

General

JMU Canterbury — The Episcopal student group
meets every Thursday after the 7 p.m. communion ftvice at Emmanuel Episcopal Church.

Library Hours — Sunday, noon to midnight; Monday through Thursday, 7:60 am. to midnight; Friday,
7:50 am. to 10 p.m.; Saturday, 0 am. to 6 p.m.

Caving Club — meets every Thursday at 7:30 p.m.
In Jackaon 1-B.

CP4VP — Job connections resumes will be accepted from marketing, management, end fashion merchandlalng majora for two positions at JC Penney In
Wlncheeter. These positions will be posted through
Dec. 10.
The National Park Service haa rescheduled their talk
about full-time, part-time and aeeaonal employment to
Dec. 6 from 11 am. to noon, room A, WCC.

MadlSOn Outing Club — meeta every Wednesday at 6 p.m. In Blackwell Auditorium.
Presbyterian Fellowship — meeta every Monday at 6:30 In room C, WCC.

Financial aid applications — for the 1984-85
school year will not be available until after Chrlatmaa
break, students who have a campua poet office box
will find the financial aid package In their post office
boxes when they return In January. Students without a
campua poet office box need to stop by the Financial
Aid office after Christmas break to pick up their financial aid package
Tutoring — Tutors are needed In nearly all JMU
subject areas If you are interested In tutoring other
students, applications can be obtained et the Counsel
Ing end Student Development Center, second floor,
Alumnae Hall.
Sigma Phi Lambda la sponsoring a tutorial program
Students needing tutoring mey contact: Julie Pitt,
communication, fine arta and English box 3037 or ph.
4353; Donna Berry, political science, public admlnlatra
tlon and history, box 286 or ph. 4162; Jart Bliss,
business and economics, box 348 or ph. 7416; Kim
Stewart, education and human services, box 3352 or
ph. 5457; Beth Ann Naff, science and soclsl science.
box 2131 or ph. 434-3647; Ann Mace, math and computer science box 2102 or ph. 4645; Kelly DeKlelne.
phlloeophy, religion and foreign language, box 1283 or
ph. 434-4201; Debbie Laweon, 4154; or Ken Biggs. 7440.
accounting tutoring — the Accounting Honor Society will hold open tutoring sessions In accounting every
Wednesday from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. In the A.V. department of the library.
Campus Escort Service — The fraternities of
Alpha Chi Rho and Theta Chi are offering a campua
wide escort service. Mondays through Thursday* from
0 p.m. to midnight, call 5108; Fridays through Sundays
from 0 p.m. to midnight, call 5708.
Mediation Council — offer* free mediation eervlcea to all member* of the campua community. They
can be contacted In the Commuter Student Center,
4336260.
Counseling Center — offer* personal, study
skills and vocational counseling lor individuals and
groups. Call 6662 for more Information or come tor
walk-In service In Alumna* Hall between 3 p.m. and 5
p.m., Monday through Thursday

\wm &WM£&m®
Write your ad in this space:

Clip this form and put it in an
envelope with $1 for 1-10 words, $2
for 11-20 words, and so on.
Mail the envelope to The Breeze by
campus mail, or deliver it to our office in the basement of AnthonySeeger Hall.

Deadline for Thursday's paper is
noon Monday. Deadline for Monday's papei; is noon Friday.

Name
Telephone number
/
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Shorten it

Drop period too long

Thursday morning, Oct. 27. Lines begin to form
at the cashier's office in Wilson Hall and outside
the registration center beneath the library. It's the
last day to drop semester classes, and after nine
weeks of procratination, students flock to pay the
$10 penalty and dump that unwanted course.
But if some faculty members have their way,
students won't have as long to procratinate next
year. These faculty members are supporting a proposal to shorten the drop period from nine to five
weeks.
While we have taken advantage of the long drop
period ourselves, we can't think of a legitimate
reason for keeping it. We would support keeping
the present system if it was a necessity, but it appears to be more of a luxury.
The only real reason for dropping a class well into the semester is if a student thinks he is not learning. After five weeks, students should have spent
around 15 hours in a class, plenty of time to decide
whether the class is worthwhile.
On the other hand, a popular but less valid
reason for dumping a class is avoiding an unwanted grade. Many classes only give a mid-term
in the ninth week, and the five-week system would
make it impossible to know a student's grade when
the last drop day rolls around.
Dr. Louise Loe, a member of Undergraduate
Studies Commission, said, "A grade should not be
a deciding factor. ... It doesn't teach responsibilities."
Giving up the convenience of the long drop
period will be hard for many students, but we
agree with Loe. Taking such steps might irritate
students in the short run, but shortening the drop
period will strenghten JMU's academic reputation
in the long run.
The above editorial was written by Ross Richardson, The Breeze's editorial editor. It is the opinion of
Richardson-, Editor Ian Katz, Managing Editor Daniel
Finnegan and Assistant Editorial Editor Cay Fultz.

Robbs, columnist win first Dukey awards
The first Dukey awards were handed out Friday
night at a gala ceremony.
Unfortunately the emcee didn't show up. Come
to think of it no one did. But while all the other
Breezers were home for Thanksgiving, picking at
the remains of some leftover dead bird, someone
had to cover the event so I volunteered.
The Dukey trgphy itself is a sleek, aluminum foil
bulldog, pe%r$d triumphantly over a slightly soiled fire hydrant.
The award will be given out every semester to
deserving members of the JMU community and
others who have shown ineptitude or plain silliness
above and beyond the call of duty.
The winners are:
This semester's Shylock School of Economics
award goes to Governor Charles Robb and his
staff of economic advisers.
Not only is Robb'putting colleges in a financial
bind, but he's also laying off state employees like
there's no tomorrow. How Robb expects to get any
tax revenue when no one is working is anyone's
guess.

Not only will the Mr. Robb receive a stunning
Dukey trophy, but JMU is also offering him a
course in rudimentary economics for the Guv and
his staff. Congratulations guys, you deserve it.
Lynda Robb, the governor's wife, also won a
Dukey. Lynda Robb won the George Patton In-

Lost
and
Found
TIM ARNOLD
testinal Fortitude Award for having the guts to
speak at JMU while JMU's administration was
feuding with the governor over budget cuts.
The Robb's two Dukeys should look great
together on the mantle piece at the governor's
mansion.

Another Dukey award, The "I've got a bridge in
Brooklyn I'll sell you" Honesty Award goes to the
JMU Board of Visitors.
The board's approval of a new Greek housing
complex that would make room for more student
housing was truly brilliant. If you need student
housing, build housing for students.
An honorary Dukey, the Janet Cooke Journalism Award, goes to this very tolumnist for saying that G. Gordon Liddy was a CIA agent.
While Liddy worked closely with the CIA as an
agent of the FBI and the Treasury Department, he
was never actually a CIA agent.
I'm not quite sure where I'll put my Dukey
trophy, but I'm sure there are some on campus
that would have a few suggestions.
But last and certainly least is the Carrie Nation / Prohibition Award which goes to the Faculty Senate for their efforts to ban alcohol at graduation ceremonies. If you thought graduation was
boring before. . .
Tim Arnold is a junior majoring in communication
arts.
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Readers* Forum
Rebel

Senior plans protest of toilet paper ban

To the editor
Call me a rebel, call me a criminal, call me
any nasty or terrible name you like, but after the
Dukes' first basket at the next home game I plan
to stand up and throw a roll of plain white toilet
paper.
Not a purple or gold streamer, but a plain
white, good old roll of sandpaper I will have
stolen from the campus center that evening.
And I invite every JMU student who gives a
damn about seeing an infant tradition killed to
join me.
I think Athletic Director Ehlers made a terrible mistake when he banned students throwing
toilet paper. I don't question his legal authority
to do it, nor do I question his best intentions
about safety . . . nonetheless, I think his was a
foolish move, for several reasons.
First, he's destorying a tradition. Madison's
a young school that hasn't had the time to
develop the traditions that older schools have.
Let's face it, traditions are part of what make
school more than just classes and grades. To
destroy one which is just beginning is really
cheating students of what they go to college for.
Second, he's .discouraging school spirit.
Throwing toilet paper after the Dukes' first
basket started back in Godwin Hall as a spon- taneous show of affection toward JMU and its
teams. Stopping this — regardless of what's offered in its place — does nothing but discourage
support in the future.

And third, he's cutting off a source of
notoriety for JMU. People all across the country saw the paper fly on CBS last year when the
Dukes took on those Nasty Heels from Chapel
Hill. That clip of cheerleader Sally Nay's "tumble" when she was collecting paper is so famous
the people in South Carolina I worked with this
summer remembered it. If the administration
gets their way, this kind of notoriety will be
gone.
And trying to substitute purple streamers for
toilet paper just doesn't cut it! I ask you this,
would the effect be the same if the mayor of
New York banned ticker tape at parades, allowing only Scot tie tissues to be thrown?

Would the effect be the same if the president
of Greece banned throwing china at good
singers, allowing only paper plates? I dare say
not. Purple streamers just don't cut it ... I
want my toilet paper back.
In closing, I invite everybody at this school
who gives a damn about tradition to defy the
rules and throw a roll of toilet paper. If I'm asked to leave the Convocation Center because of
it, I will... but not until I've made my protest.
Go Dukes.
Jeff Maoris
senior
management Information systems

Nuclear war threat deserves attention
To the editor:
After listening to discussion surrounding the issue of nuclear
weapons and viewing the movie
"The Day After," I can only ask
myself why we haven't given this
topic the urgent attention it deserves.
Why are we trying to pretend this
problem doesn't exist when it's probably the most monumental, global
emergency we'll ever face?
The
fact is this country is largely responsible for today's situation because of
our initial involvement. We should
be the ones to willingly and immediately make the first move to end
this nightmare.
I don't understand why we can't
disassemble these menaces of society
today. We would be ahead in doing
so because the chance of an acciden;
occurring would be reduced.
Please don't site Soviet possession
of nuclear arms as the answer.
Soviets are scientifically advanced
enough to realize it's a no-win situation.
I don't think the major problem
lies as much between Russia and the
United States as it does in the
possibility of some radical leader
gaining possession of nuclear arms
and either using or threatening the
world with them. I'd like to think

the majority of the people in the
United States would agree with me,
if not in whole, at least in part. If
this writing does depict the
majority's opinion, why is our
government ignoring us?
Nuclear war is possible, but don't
lose sight of the fact we aren't
helpless. The first amendment gives
us the right to voice ourselves, and
we can't afford to lose momentum
that's been created because this problem won't be gone when we wake
up tomorrow.
Andrea Altman
sophomore
psychology
To the editor
The recent depiction of the outcome of a nuclear attack on the
United States in ABC's "The Day
After" has, no doubt, instigated
emotional turmoil and endless questions in the minds of many JMU
students and people all over the
country.
If people are motivated through
the knowledge acquired from this
program alone, their efforts, while
most probably genuine, may potentially do more harm than good to the
cause.

I hope those with sincere intentions of taking action on this issue
will first fully educate themselves.
This information is what we
should all avail ourselves of. Make it
your business to know present
realities and our future possibilities.
I believe a key line in "The Day
After" between two survivors in the

aftermath of the nuclear holocaust
most clearly emphasizes my point:
"We've known about this for years,
but no one was interested."
Kimberly A. Scott
senior
political science

College Democrats mijsed point
Te the editor
Pursuant to a letter from the
College Democrats, the College
Republicans
accept
the
Democratic support of our AntiSoviet Aggression Rally. We only
wish this support was genuine.
As usual, the College
Democrats missed the point. The
College Republicans aren't supporting an individual nor a passing public opinion trend. We support conservative ideology with
regard to Soviet aggression which
presents a global threat.
Unlike the Democratic Party
and the College Democrats, College Republicans stand for a
strong, free United States. The
Democratic Party which favors a
nuclear freeze, budget cuts in

defense, and denounced the
Grenada invasion until it was
politically popular, doesn't support a strong, democratic
America.
The College Republicans
decline the offer to attend a College Democrat meeting, but we
extend our own invitation to College Democrats.
At our meeting, the Democrats
would find something they can
truly believe in.
Terry Brumback
chairman
JMU College Republicans
four other signatures
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Two U.S. planes downed
while attacking Syrians
BEIRUT, Lebanon — Syrian ground forces
downed two U.S. warplanes Sunday during
the first American airstrike on Syrian positions in Lebanon.
One pilot was rescued, at least one was captured, and Syrian soldiers said a third died of
injuries.
The planes were part of a group of 28 that
had been sent to bomb Syrian positions in the
mountains of central Lebanon.
The U.S. attacks were in response to earlier
attacks by the Syrians on U.S. reconnaissance
planes.
The White House said President Reagan
authorized the air strikes.
"We are going to defend our forces there,"
Reagan told reporters at the White House. "If

•

Swedish find U.S.
electronic equipment
bound for U.S.S.R

Constitutional
assembly approved
by Turkish Cypriots

STOCKHOLM, Sweden —
Swedish customs agents Friday found six more packages
containing sophisticated
American electronics equipment and said they believed
' were being smuggled to
the Soviet Union.
Swedish Customs Director
Bjorn Erikson said the six
packages, found at a customs
warehouse, probably were
linked to shipments found
earlier in Helsingborg, Malme
and Stockholm.

NICOSIA, Cyprus — The
Turkish Cypriot legislature
approved a bill Friday to form
an assembly that will write a
constitution for the selfproclaimed Turkish Republic
of Northern Cyprus.
The motion was submitted
by Rauf Denktash, president
of the secessionist state. The
action carries on the Turkish
Cypriot's drive to break away
from the Republic of Cyprus,
which is led by Greek Cypriot
President Spyros Kyprianou.

by the way
Cabbage Patch kid kidnapped

1 - .

our forces are attacked, we will respond."
Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger
said the Syrians were said to be holding two of
the pilots.
However, a Lebanese photographer said he
saw a captured American at one crash site, as
well as a severely injured crewman being taken
away by Syrian soldiers. The Syrians later told
reporters that one American died from his injuries.
The other U.S. planes that participated in
the raid returned safely to the aircraft carriers
USS Independence and USS Kennedy, which
are stationed off the Lebanese coast.
Syrian Defense Minister Abdul Halim
Khaddam said two Syrians were killed and 10
wounded in the raid.

NAMPA, Idaho — A newspaper managing editor is complying with instructions
from "kidnappers" in hopes of recovering
the newest addition to his household — a
Cabbage Patch doll.
A note was left on Rich Coffman's desk
at the Idaho Press-Tribune. It read "If you
want Jacob back by Christmas, be
prepared to pay. Don't call the cops or
your Cabbage Patch kid will be coleslaw."
The prank began Monday when Coffman assigned a reporter to do a story on
the mania over the dolls, and asked the
reporter to buy one for him.
Coffman said he locked the toy in his
truck . id forgot about it, but it was missing when he got home that night.
The next day the kidnap note appeared
with a photo of the doll with a hairy hand
clamped over its mouth and a knife at its
throat.
— Associated Press

U.N. leader
agrees to PLO
evacuation plan
U.N. Secretary-General
Javier Perez de Cuellar agreed
Saturday to a plan for ships
flying the U.N. flag to
evacuate 4,000 of PLO chief
Yasser Arafat's troops from
Lebanon.
In Tripoli, Arafat accused
Syria and his Palestinian
enemies of using a week-old
cease-fire to prepare a final
assault on his last position in
Lebanon.
— Associated Press

High school textbooks
barely cover nuclear war
BLACKSBURG — High school history
textbooks hardly mention nuclear war,
even though a local survey indicates many
parents and students think it would be a
topic worth studying, says a professor of
social studies education at Virginia Tech.
Dan Fleming said Wednesday that a
study he conducted of 19 U.S. history textbooks showed that most had less than a
half-page on nuclear arms and nuclear war.

Consumer group takes credit
for small Vepco rate hike
RICHMOND — Consumer resistance
led to the small $20 million rate increase
granted the Virginia Electric & Power Co.,
stated Virginia Action Inc. Thursday.
"Yes, we are taking the credit," said
Danny LeBlanc, a member of the Fair
Energy Committee of Virginia Action, a
consumer coalition.
He labeled the State Corporation Commission's decision Wednesday to award
Vepco only one quarter of the $81 million
rate increase it had requested as a "significant victory for consumers."

Protester reimbursed
for removal of banners
WILLIAMSBURG — A May graduate
of the College of William & Mary has
received $200 and a letter of apology from
the city for the removal of two anti-nuclear
banners from her home during the Summit
of Industrialized Nations earlier this year.
Kathee Meyers said the $200 she
demanded represented $70 for bedsheets on
which the words "The Economic Solution,
Freeze Now!!" and "Freeze the Arms
Race" had been painted, and $130 for
"mental anguish."
— Associated Press

nation
Lavelle convicted
on felony counts

Unemployment falls
to 8.4 percent

WASHINGTON — Rita
Lavelle, former head of the
government's $1.6 billion
hazardous waste cleanup program, was convicted Thursday on three felony counts of
perjury and one count of trying to obstruct a congressional
inquiry.
After deliberating almost
seven hours, the jury found
Ms. Lavelle guilty of lying
about the date she learned her
former employer, Aero-Jet
General Corporation, was involved in a California waste
dump.
The jury convicted her on
two counts of lying before
Senate and House committees
about this fact and on one
count of lying about the date
in a sworn statement submitted to Congress.

WASHINGTON
Unemployment fell to 8.4 percent in November, the lowest
rate in two years, the government announced Friday.
The new civilian jobless
rate, down 0.4 percent from
October's 8.8 percent
unemployment, was far below
the fourth-quarter estimation
that had been projected by the
Reagan administration last
July.
That assessment predicted
unemployment would average
9.6 percent in the last quarter
of this year, and dip no lower
than 8.6 percent a year from
now..
Since the civilian unemployment rate hit a postDepression peak of 10.8 percent last December, some 3.6
million people have found

jobs, the Bureau of Labor
Statistics reported.

Spacelab gets
one-day extensionrr <

-HOUSTON - The" veiy
successful" Spacelab 1 mission will be extended by one
day — if weather permits —
to give the astronauts more
time to perform science experiments, space agency officials said Saturday.
The announcement was
released from the Johnson
Space Center as the astronauts
struggled to repair some of
their crippled instruments.
The new landing time for
space shuttle Columbia will be
11:01 a.m. Eastern Standard
Time Thursday, giving the sixman crew a full 10 days in orbit.
— Associated Press
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